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Type 263

WARRANTY

All Tektronix instruments are warranted

against defective materials and workman

ship for one year . Tektronix transformers,

manufactured in our own plant , are war

ranted for the life of the instrument.

Any questions with respect to the war

ranty mentioned above should be taken

up with your Tektronix Field Engineer.

Tektronix repair and replacement-part

service is geared directly to the field ,

therefore all requests for repairs and re

placement parts should be directed to the

Tektronix Field Office or representative in

your area . This procedure will assure you

the fastest possible service . Please include

the instrument Type and Serial or Model

Number with all requests for parts or

service.

Specifications and price change privi

leges reserved.

Copyright © 1966 by Tektronix , Inc. ,

Beaverton, Oregon . Printed in the United

States of America . All rights reserved.

Contents of this publication may not be

reproduced in any form without permission

of the copyright owner.
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Introduction

The Tektronix Type 263 Programmer is a

passive programming device for use with Tek

tronix automatic /programmable oscilloscope

systems . The Type 263 can be used to pro

gram most front-panel operations of units such

as the Type 3A5 Amplifier Plug - In Unit and

the Type 3B5 Time Base Plug- In Unit . Either

the amplifier unit or the time base unit may

be programmed separately , or both can be pro

grammed together by means of a single Type

263. Programmable functions include vertical

deflection factor , input coupling mode , verti

cal and horizontal positioning verniers , sweep

rate , triggering mode , slope and level , delayed.

sweep magnifier and delay . In addition , each

program can select one of six auxiliaryprogram

lines for activating external equipment.

SECTION 1

CHARACTERISTICS

This

Use of a Type 263 Programmer allows

the operator to change the oscilloscope functions

to predetermined values rapidly and conveniently

without the use of front - panel knobs .

permits voltage and time measurements to be

made quickly and easily with a minimum of

operator error . Any one of six preset pro

grams may be selected by means of a front

panel pushbutton . The number of programs
available can be increased to 12 , 18 or more

by connecting two or more Type 263 Program
mers in series . Whenever the Type 263

is turned on , the selected program has control.

of all the programmed functions of the ampli

fier and/or time base units to which the pro

grammer is connected .

Function

Program Selection.

Programming

Switch functions in the automatic /program

mable units are programmed by means of

digital logic- level inputs . Programmed lines

are held at approximately zero volts ( V

to -1 V) ; non -programmed lines are either

open or held at approximately 12 volts .

Analog control functions (such as position

and trigger level) in the automatic/program

mable units are programmed by current in

sertion . The analog controls on each program

card are adjusted for the desired CRT display
after the switch functions have been program

med . (The Type 263 does not provide for

programming of the Variable Volts/Div or

Variable Time/Div controls .)

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The following characteristics apply over an

ambient temperature range of °C to +50°C.

The characteristics listed in the Performance

Requirements column are the operational char

acteristics that the instrument is required to

perform . These are checked in the Performance

Check section of this manual . Statements given

in the Supplemental Information column provide

additional information about operation of the

instrument or conditions pertaining to the per

formance requirements . These items are not

requirements in themselves and are not checked

as such.

PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTIONS

Performance Requirement

SWITCHING (CHASSIS)

Activates programmer and provides

external mode command to auto

matic/programmable plug- in units ;

provides selection of any one of six

programs ; switches feed-through

voltages to other programmers when
instrument is off,

Supplemental Information

Some voltages and

signal leads are pro

vided through the Type
263 whether the unit is

turned on or off .
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Characteristics - Type 263

Function

VOLTS/DIV (digital)

NO PROBE

10X PROBE

1-2

Decade

Decade Multiplier

INPUT SEL(digital)

VERT POS (analog)

Performance Requirement

AMPLIFIER PROGRAMMING (ON CARDS)

Provides deflection factors in 12

steps from 10 mV /div to 50 V/div

for unattenuated input , or 100 mV/

div to 500 V/div with 10X probe .

NO PROBE connection operates

portion of attenuator logic and

causes indication of unattenuated

input .

10X PROBE connection operates

scaling circuit in amplifier unit

to indicate deflection factor refer

enced to tip of 10X probe , and to

light With Probe indicator .

Operates decade selection ofdeflec

tion factor , providing selection of

one of four decades from 10 mV

to 10 V/Div for unattenuated input ,

or from 100 mV to 100 V/Div with

10X probe .

Operates multiplier selection of de

flection factor (X1 , X2 or X5) which

multiplies decade step of deflection

factor .

Operates input coupling mode (AC ,

DC or AC Trace Stabilized) and

input coupling readout (AC or DC) .

Provides vertical positioning vern

ier adjustment of display level , +
and 3 div or more from inter

nally-controlled position .

1

Supplemental Information

Three program lines

used :

NO PROBE- 10X PROBE;

Decade ;

Decade Multiplier .

Programmed NO PROBE

or 10X PROBE to cor

respond to type of in

put connection , depend

ing on whether or not

10X probe is used .

Programmed to corres

pond to type of input ,

depending on whether or

not 10X probe is used .

One program line used .

Two program lines used;

front - panel Position

control on amplifier

unit retains main verti

cal positioning capabil

ty .



Function

TIME/DIV (digital)

Decade

Decade Enable

A

Decade Multiplier

MAG SWP (digital)

DELAY (analog)

TRIG (digital)

Function

Slope

Performance Requirement

TIME BASE PROGRAMMING (ON CARDS)

Provides basic sweep rates in 27

steps from 10 ns /div to 5 s/div ,

unmagnified .

In conjunction with Decade Enable ,

operates decade selection of sweep

rate , providing nine decade steps

from 10 ns/div to 1 s/div.

A and B operate alternate steps

of decade sweep rate selection .

Operates multiplier selection of

sweep rate (X1 , X2 or X5) which

multiplies decade step of sweep rate.

Operates delayed sweep magnifier

selection (Off , X10 or X100) and

Mag'd Swp readout.

Adjusts start of magnified portion

of sweep over 10 div range- div

to 10 div from start of sweep .

Selects triggering mode , source ,

slope and coupling .

Cperates triggering mode selection

Auto , Int AC , Ext AC or Ext DC .

Operates trigger slope selection (+

or -).

Characteristics - Type 263

Supplemental Information

Three program lines

required :

Decade ,

Decade Enable;

Decade Multiplier .

One program line used .

One program line used;

adjustment has no effect

if program is set for XI

magnification (MAG

SWP - OFF) .

One program line used

for slope and one pro

gram line used for each

function except Auto .

-

No connection (blank

terminal)provides Auto ;

TRIG LEVEL control

on card must be adjust

ed for any mode other

than Auto.

No connection (blank

terminal) provides +

slope.
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Characteristics - Type 263

Function

TRIG LEVEL (analog)

HORIZ POS (analog)

AUX (digital)

1-4

Performance Requirement

TIME BASE PROGRAMMING (cont'd)

Adjusts triggering level to trigger

on internal or external signal as

follows :

INT AC- Adjusts triggering from

-10 to +10 -volt level of signal

applied internally from amplifier

unit;

EXT AC - Adjusts Triggering from

-20 to +20 -volt level of signal applied

externally to time -base unit ;

EXT DC Adjusts triggering from

-10 to +10- volt level of signal ap

plied externally to time - base unit .

-

Provides horizontal positioning

vernier adjustment of display , + and

3 div or more from internally

controlled position .

AUXILIARY PROGRAMMING (ON CARDS)

Selects one of six program lines

for operation of external equipment.

Supplemental Information

Adjustment has no effect

when TRIG Function

program is set toAUTO

(Time-base unit Level

control determines per

centage triggering level ;)

One program line used .

One program line used ;

front - panel Position

control on time - base

unit retains main hori -

zontal positioning cap

ability .

Activation is by connec

tion to program ground

(zero volts) ; line is at

approximately -12 volts.

when program is not

active ; unconnected

lines have no voltage

applied .



MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Approximate Dimensions

Height with cover 5 1/2 inches

Width ,end to end.

Depth

Cable length to

plug- in units

Construction

8 3/4 inches , not in

cluding cables

Program cards

and connector

mounting base

9 inches

32 inches each

Chassis and cabinet Cast aluminum ends.

with

steel cabinet .

wrap - around

Glass epoxy laminate

with etched or printed

circuit wiring .

Connectors

Characteristics - Type 263

Cables to plug- in Microribbon - type 37
units terminal plugs mount

ed on ends of AMPLI

FIER and TIME BASE

cables .

AMPLIFIER and

TIME BASE

jacks

Microribbon-type 37

terminal jacks mount

ed on left end of chas

sis and connector

mounting base board.

ACCESSORIES

Standard accessories provided with the Type

263 Programmer are listed at the end of the

Mechanical Parts List.

Extra program cards with jumper leads can

be ordered from the Mechanical Parts List .

Extra sets of jumper leads can be ordered

separately from the Standard Accessories list.
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Introduction

SECTION 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

This section of the manual provides the

basic information required for operation of the

Type 263 Programmer . Instructions are in

cluded for setting up the program cards for

use with Tektronix automatic/programmable

plug- in units . To use the Type 263 effec

tively , the operator should familiarize himself

with the programming requirements and use

of the digital jumpers , analog adjustments and

other features . Since the Type 263 is only

a part of the programmed oscilloscope system ,

this manual should be used in conjunction with

those of the other units of the system .

General Information

The Type 263 Programmer can be used with

either one or two Tektronix automatic/program

mable plug- in units for controlling most of

the functions of the oscilloscope system .

the usual application , the Type 263 is used

with an amplifier unit and a time -base unit

installed in an oscilloscope indicator unit .

In the Type 263 , programming is set up

on program circuit cards that plug into the

instrument chassis and are easily removed

for program revision or for replacement by

other preset program cards . Programming of

the digital functions in the plug- in units is

accomplished by means of jumper leads on the

program cards . To change program parameters ,

the jumper leads are moved to different term

inals . Analog (variable) control functions in

the plug- in units are programmed by means

of the analog adjustments on the program cards .

Plug- in unit functions that can be program

med by the Type 263 are as follows : Vert

ical deflection factor ( not the variable) ; input

coupling mode ; vertical positioning vernier;

10X probe scaling and readout ; sweep rate

(not the variable) ; triggering slope , function

and level; delayed sweep magnifier and delay.

The only front- panel functions of the plug

in units that are still effective in external

mode are the Variable Volts/Div and Variable

Time/Div controls , the vertical and horizontal

Position controls and (in Auto Trigger Mode

only) the Trigger Level control . In addition

to programming the two plug - in units , each pro

gram also selects one of six auxiliary program

lines for control of external equipment.

Each Type 263 provides selection of six

programs , and many more programs can be

made available by cascading several Type 263s .

Program selection is done by means of push

buttons mounted on the front panel of the pro

grammer . Whenever the programmer is active,

all of the functions ( except auxiliary program

ming , trigger function and slope) must be

programmed. When the Type 263 is turned off

by pressing the OFF Program Selector button ,

control of the plug - in units returns to the

plug-in units themselves or to another program

mer connected through the Type 263.

Some functions of the plug - in units (such

as remote seek) are not controlled by the Type

263. Since these functions are intended to

be operated either manually or by other types

of programmers , the particular application will

determine the type of connections to be used .

General Information

INSTALLATION

When shipped , the Type 263 is ready to be

operated in conjunction with Tektronix auto

matic/programmable plug- in units . Before

turning on the instrument , it is only necessary
to connect the program card jumper wires

for the desired oscilloscope parameters and

to connect the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE
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Operating Instructions - Type 263

program cables to the plug - in units . Power

for operation of the Type 263 is provided by

the amplifier and/or time- base units through

the program cables .

After the digital functions of each program

have been set up , the analog functions ( position

verniers , etc.) must be adjusted for the desired.

oscilloscope display . Programming connections

and adjustments are described later in this

section .

If other programmers are to be used while

the Type 263 is connected to the plug - in units ,

or if auxiliary equipment is to be programmed ,

the appropriate connections will need to be

made at the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE

jacks on the left end of the Type 263 .

Connections to Plug-In Units

In addition to providing power from the plug

in units , the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE pro

gram cables also carry program logic -level

information from the Type 263 to the plug- in units

for control of the oscilloscope operation .

CAUTION

Always turn off the oscilloscope power

when connecting or disconnecting the

AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE plugs from

the plug- in units . It is possible to short

some of the program cable voltage term

inals to the shell of the Program jack when

power is applied to the Type 263 through

the other program cable.

If the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE plugs.

are inadvertently connected to the wrong plug

in units , no damage will be done to either

the 263 or to the plug - in units . In this sit

uation , however , programming of the units will

be meaningless .

Dust Cover Removal

A dust cover is provided over the program

cards for protection of the cards . In addition

2-2

to reducing the accumulation of dust , the cover

also protects the operator from voltages pre

sent on the program cards . Always keep the

cover in place during normal operation , except

when changing programs or when making a

performance check .

The dust cover is removed from the in

strument for access to the program cards

by pressing in on the front surface of the cover

(see Fig . 2-1) and lifting slightly , then sliding

the cover forward .

MAWA

OFF

Card Insertion

999 .

Press in lightly on front surface to release front tab , then
slide forward to release rear tabs.

Fig. 2-1 . Removal of plastic dust cover.

The program cards are intended to be

inserted into the Type 263 chassis only with

the component side of the card facing to the

left as viewed from the front of the instru

ment . A connector key is provided between

terminals T and U of each program jack (see

Fig . 2-2) to prevent the cards from being in

serted backwards . These keys should not be

removed except when necessary for a per
formance check .

A



The Type 263 should be turned off by

depressing the OFF Program Selector button

or by turning off the oscilloscope power before

removing or inserting a program card.

CAUTION

If one of the cards is inserted in the wrong

direction , damage will probably occur in

the Type 263 or in one of the instruments

used with it .

Key

( � )

dala

C

Fig. 2-2. Location of connector key in program jack .

CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS

The following table describes the functions

of the controls and connectors on the Type

263 and on the program cards . More detailed

information , where required , is provided later

in this section under appropriate headings . See

Fig. 2-3 for the locations of the controls .

Program

Selector

Switch

Power

Indicator

Light

Operating Instructions - Type 263

TIME

BASE

Program

Cable

Type 263 Chassis

(1 through 6) -Turn on the instru

ment and select the program which

controls operation of the automatic/

programmable plug- in units and aux

iliary equipment .

OFF -Turns off the instrument , al

lowing control of the plug - in units

to revert to front- panel operation

or to another programmer .

Lights to indicate when the Type 263

is on . The on condition exists

whenever the OFF button is not in

the depressed position . If no Pro

gram Selector button is depressed.

at this time , the amplifier and time

base plug- in units are neither pro

grammed nor internally controlled

and therefore will not function norm

ally.

AMPLI 28 -wire cable connects to the 37

FIER Pro- terminal Program connector on the

gram Cable front panel of the amplifier plug

in unit , providing power and logic

levels from the amplifier unit to

the amplifier portion of the pro

grammer , and program informa

tion from the cards to the ampli

fier unit . Certain other input and

output program lines to and from

the amplifier unit pass directly

through the Type 263.

27-wire cable connects to the 37

terminal Program connector on the

front panel of the time - base plug

in unit , providing power and logic

levels from the time - base unit to

the time-base portion of the pro

grammer, and program information

from the cards to the time -base

unit. Certain other input and out

put program lines to and from the

time -base unit pass directly through

the Type 263.
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Operating Instructions - Type 263

Power
Indicator
Light

AMPLIFIER and
TIME BASE

program jacks

2-4

VOLTS /
DIV

VERT POS

MODEL

RIO

AUX

OFF

670-0226-00
ASSY

K

AB

VOLTS, DIV

NO
PROBE
10X
PROBE
NPUT

SEL

����
��

���

HORIZ
POS

263 ROGRAM CARD

2

ALO

ALO

R20

ALAOL

AOL

A061

3

0551-00
660

INPUT VOLTS/
SEL DIV

S

23

R30

TIME/ DIV

Si

ImS

10mS 10pS0.1mS

0.15

ANAN

TIME /DIV

TRIGGER
LEVEL

Sa

Saro

311
500

88.0693.00

10nS

TRIG

C

R40

TRIG

AC

EXT

DC

NT

AC AUTO

DELAY

HI

75PRIOOK

A

R2

W
3

MAG SWP

X100
5

OFF X10

Program Selector
pushbutton switch

AMPLIFIER and
TIME BASE

program cables

DELAY

MAG
SWP

Fig. 2-3. Controls and program connections on the Type 263 front panel and program cards . See the Controls and Connectors table for a brief description.



AMPLI- Permits connection of a second (or

FIER Pro- more) Type 263 Programmer or

gram Jack other external information to the

TIME

BASE

Program
Jack

VOLTS/

DIV

Jumpers

INPUT

SEL

Jumper

amplifier unit . All required power

and logic - level connections from the

amplifier unit are provided at this

connector through the Type 263 when

the OFF button is depressed.

Permits connection of a second (or

more) Type 263 Programmer or
other external information to the

time-base unit . All required power

and logic- level connections from the

time-base unit are provided at this

connector through the Type 263when

the OFF button is depressed.

Program Card--Amplifier Section

Three jumper leads are required to

program the vertical deflection

factor of the amplifier plug- in unit :

Decade Multiplier - Selects X1 , X2

or X5 multiplication , depending on

the significant figure in the desir

ed deflection factor ;

NO PROBE- 10X PROBE- Selects

1X or 10X scaling factor and read

out of amplifier unit , to provide cor

rect readout for the type of input

connection used;

Decade- Selects deflection factor

decade of amplifier unit from 0.01

V/Div to 10 V/Div , or 0.1 V/Div

to 100 V/Div , depending on whether

or not 10X PROBE programming

is used . This deflection factor is

multiplied by the Decade Multiplier

described above .

Selects coupling mode of amplifier

unit vertical input circuit- AC , DC

or AC Trace Stabilized .

VERT

POS

Adjustment

TIME/

DIV

Jumpers

Operating Instructions - Type 263

Provides vernier adjustment ofverti.

cal display positioning over a range

of approximately ±3 div with respect

to the internally- controlled verti

cal position . Amplifier unit Posi

tion control retains major vertical

positioning capability .

Program Card- Time-Base Section

Three jumper leads are required to

program the sweep rate ofthe time

base unit:

Decade Mulitplier- Selects X1, X2

or X5 multiplication , depending on

the significant figure in the desired.

sweep rate;

Decade and Decade Enable- Com

bine to select sweep rate decade

of the time-base unit , from 10 nS/

Div to 1 S /Div in 9 steps . This

decade factor is multiplied by the

Decade Multiplier as described

above .

TRIG Two jumper leads are required to

Jumpers select the trigger slope , source ,

coupling and mode:

Slope Selects the positive-going (+)

or negative-going ( - ) slope of the

input signal that triggers the time

base unit ; + slope connection pro

vides an open program line which

causes the time -base unit to select

the + slope;

Function Selects the trigger

source , mode and coupling from one

of the following combinations : Ex

ternal signal , AC or DC coupled;

internal signal , AC coupled , or Auto

triggering . AUTO connection pro

vides an open program line which

causes the time -base unit to select

internal Auto triggering mode.

- -
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Operating Instructions - Type 263

TRIG Adjusts the triggering level (on the

LEVEL selected slope) in all modes ex

Adjustment cept Auto; ( In Auto mode , the time

base unit Level control adjusts the

triggering level) ;

MAG SWP

Jumper

DELAY Adjusts the start of the magnified

Adjustment portion of the display from div

to 10 div after the start of the sweep

when X10 or X100 delayed sweep

magnification is used .

HORIZ

POS

Adjustment

AUX

Jumper

Selects X10 or X100 delayed sweep

magnifier operation in the time

base unit , or turns the magnifier

off.

2-6

Provides vernier adjustment of

horizontal display positioning over

a range of approximately +3 div

with respect to the internally -con

trolled horizontal position . The

time-base unit Position control re

tains the major horizontal position

ing capability .

Program Card-Auxiliary Section

Selects one of six auxiliary program
lines for programming external

equipment . The programmed line

of the activated program provides a

logic level of approximately zero

volts (program ground) ; program
med lines of non -activated programs

are connected to -12 volts through

reverse - biased diodes ; non -pro

grammed lines are open.

FIRST-TIME OPERATION

The following procedure illustrates the use

of the Type 263 and its program cards for

programming the automatic /programmable

plug- in units . This procedure can also be

used at any time to aid the operator in familiariz

ing himself with the operation of the pro

grammed system . The procedure is written

assuming the use of a Type 561A Oscilloscope ,

a Type 3A5 Amplifier Unit and a Type 3B5

Time Base Unit . In general , the procedure will

also apply for other oscilloscope and pro

grammable plug - in unit combinations , but some

of the control settings may need to be changed

to suit the units .

1. Before connecting the Type 263 to the

oscilloscope plug - in units , remove all of the

program cards from the programmer and pre

set the digital functions as indicated in

Table 2-1 .

��§�

The program jumper lead clips should be

disconnected from the square-pin terminals

by means of a pair of long-nose pliers or

some similar tool . Use of the fingers for

this purpose may cause the jumper wires

to break. When pushing the clips onto the

terminals , the fingers may be used . Be

sure to connect the clips squarely to the

terminals so the clips will not be spread

out of shape.

2. After each card is programmed as in

dicated in the table , insert it into the cor

responding program position (slot) in the Type

263 chassis . Numbering of the program posi

tions begins at the left end of the instrument.

and proceeds toward the right , just as the

numbering of the Program Selector buttons .

3. Press the OFF Program Selector button .

4. If the oscilloscope was previously turned

on , turn it off temporarily for connecting the

programmer .

5. Connect the AMPLIFIER program cableto

the Program connector on the front of the pro

grammable amplifier unit and the TIME BASE

program cable to the Program connector on

the front of the time - base unit .



VOLTS/DIV

Function

Decade Multiplier

NO PROBE- 10X PROBE

Decade

INPUT SEL

TIME/DIV

Decade Enable

Decade Multiplier

Decade

TRIG

Slope

Function

MAG SWP

AUX

Intensity

Calibrator

Manual Volts/Div

Volts/Div Variable

Input Coupling

Manual Time/Div

Time/Div Variable

Digital Program Connections for First-Time Operation

Program Card Connection

6. Turn on the oscilloscope power and allow

about 5 minutes for the system to warm up.

Dly'd Sweep

Magnifier

Trigger Function

Trigger Slope

Trigger Level

7. During the warm -up period , set the oscil

loscope controls as follows :

Cards 1 , 5 & 6

X5

NO PROBE

0.1V-0.01V

DC

B

X2

1mS- 10mS

Counterclockwise

Cal

DC

0.1 Volt

50 mV

+

AUTO

OFF

Cal

Off

2 mS

+

Auto

TABLE 2-1

Centered

Card 2

X5

10X PROBE

0.1V -0.01V

DC

B

X2

1mS- 10mS

+

INT AC

OFF

Any connection

Operating Instructions - Type 263

Card 3

X5

NO PROBE

0.1V-0.01V

DC

A

X2

1mS- 10mS

+

AUTO

X10

Card 4

X5

NO PROBE

0.1V-0.01V

AC

B

X2

1mS- 10mS

AUTO

OFF

8. Connect the oscilloscope Calibrator output
to the vertical input of the amplifier unit .

9. Adjust the Intensity , Focus and Position

controls on the oscilloscope and plug- in units

to obtain a CRT display of the calibrator

waveform as shown in Fig . 2-4 .

Fig . 2-4 . Typical CRT display obtained during the First - Time Operation
procedure.
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10. When the system has warmed up sufficient-

ly , press the number 1 Program Selector but

ton and observe the CRT display and the read

out on the plug- in units .

11. Notice that the Mode readout on the plug

in units switches to Ext and the power indicator

neon on the Type 263 lights up when the Pro

gram Selector button is pressed . Other read

out on the plug - in units should now be : 50

mV/Div , DC and 2 mS /Div , and the Auto

Trigger and + Slope indicators should be lit.

You may also notice that there is an incan

descent bulb turned on inside the Type 263.

This is a logic - level bulb which holds off the

program when not in use. Its lighting is not

intended to indicate which program is active ,
but rather is an incidental action that takes

place when a program is activated .

12. With an adjustment tool or small screw

driver , adjust the VERT POS and HORIZ POS

adjustments on the number 1 program card to

position the CRT display to match the position

set up in Manual mode .

13. Turn the Trigger Level control on the time

base unit and notice that in Auto triggeringmode

the time-base unit control adjusts the triggering

level, even when the unit is externally pro

grammed. Return the Trigger Level control

to midrange .

14. Press the number 2 Program Selector
button . If no display appears on the CRT

screen , turn the TRIG LEVEL adjustment on

the number 2 program card to trigger the

display. Notice that with the unit programmed

for INT AC trigger mode , the Auto Trigger

indicator light on the time -base unit is turned

off.

15. Rotate the front -panel Trigger Level con
trol on the time -base unit and notice that the

front-panel control has no effect when the unit

is programmed in this mode .

16. Also notice that the 1X / 10X scaling cir

cuit in the amplifier unit causes the readout

to indicate With Probe and the deflection factor

readout to change to .5 V/Div . In this case,
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a wrong indication is obtained because the pro

gram card is set for a 10X attenuated input

and the actual input connection is unattenuated .

17. Press the number 3 Program Selector

button and adjust the display positioning as

before with the VERT POS and HORIZ POS

With thisadjustments on the number 3 card .

program , the basic sweep speed has been de

creased by a factor of 10 from the other pro

grams by connecting the TIME/DIV Decade

Enable jumper to the A terminal . The sweep

rate readout on the time-base unit is still 2

mS /Div for this program , however , because when

the magnifier is used , the readout indicates

the magnified sweep rate. Notice that the

Mag'd Swp readout is lit.

18. Turn the DELAY adjustment on the number

3 program card and observe the change in the

CRT display. This adjustment is a 22-turn

potentiometer which sets the starting point of

the magnified portion of the display.

19. Set the adjustment to start the magnified

portion at the center vertical line of the grati

cule (see Fig. 2-5) .

Fig. 2-5. Typical CRT display using X10 delayed sweep magnification . The
DELAY control is adjusted to start the magnified portion of the display at the
center vertical line .

20. Press the number 4 Program Selector

button and adjust the VERT POS and HORIZ



POS adjustments on the number 4 card . With

this program set for - slope , the display

should start on the negative -going transition

of the waveform and the - Slope indicator on
the time-base unit should be lit. Notice that

the waveform is AC coupled and that the

amplifier unit readout shows AC input coupling .

21. Press the number 5 Program Selector

button and adjust the VERT POS and HORIZ

POS adjustments as before . The display should

be the same as for program number 1 .

22. Repeat step 21 for program number 6 .

This completes the first- time operation pro

cedure of the Type 263. The instrument may
now be disconnected from the oscilloscope/

plug-in combination or may be reset for some

program application .

CAUTION

Remember to turn off the oscilloscope when

connecting or disconnecting the program

cables, and to depress the OFF Program

Selector button when removing or inserting

programs.

General Information

PROGRAMMING

Each program card must be programmed

for the desired digital values before the card

is inserted into the Type 263. The analog

adjustments are set later from the CRT display.

Whenever a program is set up , all of the digi

tal functions except the auxiliary programming,

the Trigger Function and the Trigger Slope

must be programmed . Otherwise the auto

matic/programmable plug- in units will not func

tion properly .

Digital Functions

Digital programming is accomplished by con

necting jumper wires between terminals on the

program cards . This permits the programs

Operating Instructions - Type 263

to be changed easily to provide another set

of parameters . Each jumper -wire connection

simulates the operation of a rotary switch . The

square-pin terminal that has a black circle

around it serves as the center (wiper) contact
of the switch . Each jumper should be con

nected to a center contact terminal and to

one of the program line terminals .

Five of the digital program switches cor

respond directly to front-panel operations ofthe

plug-in units . These are:

INPUT SEL (AC , DC or AC STAB) which

corresponds to the Input Coupling switch on

the amplifier unit;

NO PROBE- 10X PROBE which corresponds

to the push switch operated by the flange of

the remote- seeking probe on the amplifier unit.

TRIG Slope ( + or - ) which corresponds to

the Trigger Slope switch on the time -base unit;

TRIG Function ( EXT DC , EXT AC , INT AC

or AUTO) which corresponds to the Trigger

Function switch on the time-base unit;

MAG SWP (OFF , X10 or X100) which cor

responds to the Delayed Sweep Magnifier switch

on the time-base unit .

To provide reliable and consistent operation ,

the jumper lead clips must fit securely on the

program card terminals . If a clip is found to

fit too loosely on a terminal , it sometimes helps

to remove the clip and rotate it 90° because of

minute dimensional differences in the square-pin

terminals . If this does not alleviate the loose

condition , tighten the clip slightly with a pair

of pliers.

Analog Functions

Each of the analog adjustments on the program

cards sets the current into a program line (or

lines) that is connected into the programmable

plug- in unit circuitry . See the table of Controls.

and Connectors for the functions of these ad

justments . In general , these adjustments should

set up from the CRT display , but they

may be preset to approximate values by visual

ly setting the potentiometers .
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For the VERT POS adjustment , turning clock

wise moves the display upward with respect

to the internally- controlled position , and turning

counterclockwise moves the display downward.

For the HORIZ POS adjustment , turning clock

wise moves the display to the left with respect

to the internally- controlled position , and turning

counterclockwise moves the display to the right .

For the TRIG LEVEL adjustment , turning

clockwise moves the triggering level in the

positive direction and turning counterclockwise

moves the level in the negative direction on

the triggering signal .

(In

For the DELAY adjustment , turning clockwise

moves the starting point of the magnified portion

of the display to the right on the CRT screen

and turning counterclockwise moves the starting

point to the left. When the control is at or

near the counterclockwise end of its 22-turn

range , the entire display is magnified .

some cases , it may take a few turns to move

the starting point of the magnified portion of

the display past the starting point of the sweep .)

Since the magnifier analog current requirement

is not linear , more turns are required to

adjust the magnification starting point a pro

portional amount in the 5 -div to 10-div region

of the display following the start of the sweep.

Program Selection

The

When the Type 263 is turned on by pressing

one of the Program Selector buttons (other

than OFF) , control of the programmable plug

in units switches to the programmer .

external mode command from the Type 263

then has priority over Manual or Seek modes

of the units . Thus , when the Type 263 is on ,

even if one of the other mode buttons on one

of the plug-in units is pressed , operation of

the unit will not change to that mode . When

the OFF button on the Type 263 is depressed,

control of the plug - in units returns to the

units themselves (unless another programmer is

connected) and the units can then operate norm

ally in either Manual or Seek mode .
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It is mechanically possible to have two or

three Program Selector buttons depressed at

the same time , but it is not possible to have

more than one program active . The Program

Selector switch is designed so that the button.

with the lowest number has precedence over

buttons with higher numbers . Subsequent por

tions of the Program Selector switch assembly

are disconnected when a numbered button is

depressed . For example , if Program Selector

buttons 4 and 5 are both depressed , the active

program will be number 4 .

When the OFF Program Selector button is

depressed , the positive voltage supplies are

disconnected from the program cards and are

connected through the Type 263 to the AMPLI

FIER and TIME BASE jacks on the left end

of the Type 263 for use by other programmers .

PROGRAMMING THE AMPLIFIER UNIT

General Information

Functions of the amplifier unit that are

programmable by means of the Type 263 are:

Vertical deflection factor (not the variable) ,

input coupling and vertical positioning vernier.

Programming of the INPUT SEL function on the

program cards is exactly the same as operating

the Input Coupling switch on the front panel

of the amplifier unit and therefore will not be

described further .

VOLTS/DIV

Vertical deflection factors of from 10 mV/

div to 50 V/div (or 100 mV/div to 500 V/div

with a 10X probe) can be programmed by the

Type 263. Twelve deflection factor steps are
available in a 1 , 2 , 5 sequence .

Programming of the vertical deflection factor

requires the use of three program jumper leads

as shown in Fig . 2-6 : One for the NO PROBE

10X PROBE connection ; one for the VOLTS/

DIV Decade connection and one for the Decade

Multiplier connection .



Vertical Deflection factor ( referenced to

signal source or probe tip)

0.01 V/Div

0.02 V/Div

0.05 V/Div

0.1 V/Div

0.2 V/Div

0.5 V/Div

1 V/Div

2 V/Div

5 V/Div

TABLE 2-2

Vertical Deflection Factor Programming

10 V/Div

20 V/Div

50 V/Div

100 V/Div

200 V/Div

500 V/Div

Using no probe

Decade. NO

Multi- PROBE

plier 10X

PROBE

LX

X

X

X

X

X2 X5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

The NO PROBE- 10X PROBE function should

be programmed before the Decade function , since

the selection of the Decade is determined

partially by the NO PROBE- 10X PROBE logic .

Selection of the NO PROBE- 10X PROBE con

nection is made on the basis of whether or not

a 10X attenuator probe is used at the input

to the amplifier unit . It should be noted here

that a remote - seeking probe with a flange at

the amplifier unit input is not required for

correct readout when the unit is programmed

with the Type 263. This function is accomplished

Selec
by correct programming on the card .

VOLTS/DIV Program connections

NO

PROBE

10X

PROBE

0.1V-

0.01V

1V-

0.1V

X

X

Decade

X

X

X

X

10
V-

1V
100V-

10V

X

X

X

Operating Instructions - Type 263

LX

Decade NO

Multi- PROBE

plier

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X2

X

X

X

Using 10X probe

X

X5

X

X

X

X

10X

PROBE

NO

PROBE

10X

PROBE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Decade

0.1V-

0.01
V

1V-

0.1V

X

X

X

X

X

X

AL-

AOL

X

X

X

100V-

10V

X

X

X

tion of the 10X PROBE connection causes the

amplifier unit to reference the readout to the

tip of the 10X probe .

If a probe is used and the program is set

to NO PROBE or if a probe is not used and the

program is set for 10X PROBE , the amplifier

unit readout will indicate the wrong deflection

factor and the wrong input connection .

The Decade Multiplier connection may bemade

either before or after the other VOLTS/DIV
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NO PROBE - 10X PROBE
jumper

VOLT , DIV

A IX

VERT POS

NO

PROBE

Ç

2-12

10X

PROBE

NPUT
Decade
Multiplier
jumper

-

SEL

0.1V

0.01V

IV

0.1V

���

£����
���

§�

Fig. 2-6. Digital program jumpers required for programming the vertical deflec
tion factor.

AL

programming. Selection of the Multiplier con

nection is determined by the significant fig
ure in the desired deflection factor . For

example , for a vertical deflection factor of

2 volts/div , the jumper should be connected to
the X2 terminal.

X
VOLTS/DIV
Decade
jumper

Table 2-2 outlines the connections required
for the various deflection factors available .

The VERT POS adjustment moves the display

vertically and 3 div with respect to the

position controlled by the amplifier unit Position
control. When using the oscilloscope/plug- in

system in External mode , the front-panel Posi

tion control on the amplifier unit should be

set for a CRT display position that will permit

each of the programs to be adjusted for the

desired vertical positioning within the ±3 div
limit.

PROGRAMMING THE TIME-BASE UNIT

General Information

Functions of the time -base unit that are pro

grammable by means of the Type 263 are as

follows : Sweep rate (not the variable) , trigger

slope and function , delayed sweep magnification ,

magnifier delay , trigger level and horizontal

positioning vernier . Programming of the trigger

slope , trigger function and delayed sweep mag

nification factor (MAG SWP) is the same as oper

ation of the corresponding front-panel switches

and will not be described further .

TIME /DIV

Sweep rates ranging from 5 sec/div to 10

ns/div can be programmed with the Type 263.

Twenty- seven sweep rate steps are provided

by means of three program connections . Nine

decade steps are provided by the various

combinations of the Decade Enable (A- B) con

nection and the TIME/DIV Decade connection .

The Decade Multiplier divides each decade into

three substeps in a 1 , 2 , 5 ratio sequence .

Programming of the sweep rate requires the

use of three jumper leads as shown in Fig. 2-7

and also requires that the MAG SWP jumper

be programmed . Without the MAG SWP connec

tion , the time-base sweep selection and readout
will not be correct.

To set up a particular sweep rate , connect

the Decade Enable and Decade jumpers to

the terminals that are in line with the desired

sweep rate decade of the TIME/DIV grid mark

ings . For example , to obtain a sweep rate of

1, 2, or 5 ¿s/div , connect the Decade Enable

jumper to the A terminal and the Decade jumper

to the 0.1uS - 1µS terminal . ( The names A and

B are arbitrary designations for the Decade

Enable logic and have no particular significance .)

The Decade Multiplier connection may be
made either before or after the decade has

been programmed . Selection of the Multiplier

connection is determined by the significant

figure in the desired sweep rate . For example ,

for a sweep rate of 5 µs/div , the Decade Mult

iplier jumper should be connected to the X5

terminal .



5 s/div

2 s/div

1 s/div

0.5 s/div

0.2 s/div

0.1 s/div

50 ms/div

Unmagnified

Sweep Rate

20 ms/div

10 ms/div

5 ms/div

2 ms/div

1 ms/div

0.5 ms/div

0.2 ms/div

0.1 ms/div

50 ¿s/div

20 ¿s/div

10 ¿s/div

5 ¿s/div

2¿s/div

1 ¿s/div

0.5 ¿s/div

0.2 ¿s/div

0.1 ¿s/div

50 ns/div

20 ns/div

10 ns/div

Decade

Enable

X

X

X

A B 0.1S-

1S

1mS-

10mS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TIME/DIV Program connections

Decade
Decade

Multiplier

X

X

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sweep Rate Programming

X

X

X

X

X

X

TABLE 2-3

X

X

X

X

X

X

10¿LS-

0.1ms

0.1uS-

1¿S

10

nS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X1 X2 X5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Magnified sweep rate and readout

if delayed sweep magnification is used.

With

X10

MAG SWP

Programmed

.5 s/div

.2 s/div

.1 s/div

50 ms /div

20 ms/div

10 ms/div

5 ms/div

2 ms/div

1 ms/div

0.5 ms/div

0.2 ms/div

0.1 ms/div

50 ¿s/div

20 ¿s/div

10 ¿s/div

5 ¿s/div

2 ¿s/div

1 µs/div

0.5 µs/div

0.2 µs/div

0.1 ¿s/div

0.5 µs/div

0.2 ¿s/div

0.1 s/div

50 mys/div

20 mus/div

10 mus div

With

X100

MAG SWP

Programmed

50 ms/div

20 ms/div

10 ms/div

5 ms/div

2 ms/div

1 ms/div

0.5 ms/div

0.2 ms/div

0.1 ms/div

50 ¿s/div

20 ¿s/div

10 ¿s/div

5 ¿s/div

2 µs/div

1 µs/div

0.5 ¿s/div

0.2 µs/div

0.1 ¿s/div

0.5 µs/div

0.2 µs/div

0.1 ps div

0.5 us div

0.2 µs/div

0.1 µs/div

50 mus/div

20 mus/div

10 mus/div
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SUOJAI

AL

£���

���

����

Decade
Multiplier
jumper

Decade
Enable
jumper

TI/AE/DIV

ISU

2-14

1pS

ImS

10mS

10pS

0.1

mS

0.1pS 10nS0.15

TIME /DIV
Decade jumper

TRIG MAG SWP

20

IX3

6

OFF

HI

75

PR100

EXT

AC

INT

AC
AUTO

pat
la ww

OIX

X100

Fig. 2-7. Digital program jumpers required for programming the sweep rate.

Table 2-3 outlines the connections required

for the various unmagnified sweep rates avail

able. If the delayed sweep magnifier is used ,

the portion of the display that is not magnified

will be at the sweep rate indicated in the

unmagnified sweep rate column of the table.

The magnified portion of the display will be

at a sweep rate that is 10 times or 100 times

faster than the unmagnified sweep rate program

med by the TIME/DIV jumpers . It is important

to note that the sweep rate readout will indicate

the magnified sweep rate .

DELAY

The DELAY adjustment on each program card

serves the same purpose as the Delay control

on the front panel of the time -base unit . This

adjustment functions only when the program is

set for delayed sweep magnification (MAG SWP

X10 or X100) . Refer to the time -base unit

instruction manual for the use of delayed

sweep magnification .

TRIG LEVEL

The TRIG LEVEL adjustment on each program

card must be set for the desired triggering

level if any mode except Auto is selected .

In Auto trigger mode , the program card TRIG

LEVEL adjustment may be in any position ,

since the time-base unit Level control adjusts

the trigger percentage level.

Triggering signal requirements and the trig

ger level range are the same for remote pro

grammed operation as they are for Manual or

Seek mode.

HORIZ POS

The HORIZ POS adjustment moves the display

horizontally and 3 div with respect to+

the position controlled by the time-base unit

Position control . When using a series of

programs with different horizontal display pos

itions , the front -panel Position control should

be set for some intermediate value and the

HORIZ POS adjustments on the program cards

set for the particular program requirements .

PROGRAMMING AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

General Information

The six Aux program lines can be used for

actuating external equipment or for switching

signal lines by means of relay switches or

switch matrices . For instance , if a particular

signal (for example , a sine wave) is needed for

one program and another signal (for example ,

a square wave) is needed for the next program ,

the Aux connections from the two program cards

can be applied to switching circuits that select.

the appropriate signal for the particular Pro

gram .

Through the use of the Aux program lines ,

each of the six program cards may be program

med to actuate a different set of external equip

ment , or some of the cards may be programmed

to actuate the same equipment.



Coaxial Switching

A 50- ohm coaxial switching system such as

that shown in Fig . 2-8 is usually the most

satisfactory means of providing momentary

signal switching into a vertical amplifier (e.g. ,

a Type 3A5) input terminated in 50 ohms .

For rapid sequencing , all signal generators

should be left turned on and warmed up . Since

the illustrated system has an impedance of

50 ohms , all signal sources should be able to

work into a 50 - ohm load and should be con

nected through 50 - ohm cables . (The relays

shown in Fig . 2-8 are part of a Tektronix

Type 261 Coaxial Switch , a limited-production

device.)

Ordinary attenuator probes such as the Tek

tronix P6030 or P6006 cannot be used directly

with the 50- ohm switching system because ofthe

impedance difference , but they can be adapted to

50 ohms by means of a Tektronix Type 282

Probe Adapter ( requires power supply) .

addition , the following probes can be used

directly with the 50 - ohm system :

In

Zin at DC Atten.

P6034

P6035

P6032

CF

P6045

FET

500 «

5 �«

10 �«

1 �«

Cin at DC

Passive Probes

0.7 pF

0.6 pF

Active Probes*

3.6 pF to

1.3 pF

5 pF to
2 pF

10X

100X

10X to
1000X

1X to
100 X

Max . Input

16 VDC,

45 V P -P

50 VDC,
140 V P-P

150 VDC,

300 V P- P

50 VDC,
100 V P - P

require power supply .

For time- comparison measurements , be sure

to consider the slight time differences between

signals resulting from the coaxial cable lengths

between relays . These time differences will

insignificant except at the fastest swee

rates , however , if all cables are kept short.

(Approximately 1 1/2 ns of delay is produced

by each foot of coaxial cable .) For precise

high-frequency measurements , input cables may

be cut to the exact lengths required to correct

for the time delay of the switching system .

Operating Instructions - Type 263

Probe Scanning

In order to provide direct switching between

ordinary high - impedance attenuator probes , a

special short - lead low- capacitance switching

network would be required , connected directly

to the amplifier unit vertical input . With such

a device , connections to the vertical input

would be in parallel , but the Auxiliary program

lines would be connected the same as for the

50 - ohm system .

Relay Power

A voltage source between -1 volt and -12.5

volts is required for actuating external reed

switches or relays . Current into the auxiliary

program line from the external circuit must be

limited to less than 40 mA for protection

of the diode in the program line . Most relays

will require much less actuating current than

this . A series resistor (R1 in Fig . 2-8) should

be included in the circuit if the DC resistance

of the actuating coil is not sufficient to limit

the current. The resistor size will be deter

mined by the source voltage , the relay current

requirements and the resistance of the relay

coil . For example , if a relay is used that

has a DC coil resistance of 1600 and a current

requirement of 10 mA , the series resistor should

be approximately 1 kn ( at 1/4 watt) for a

source voltage of -12.2 volts .

In addition to limiting the DC current into

the Aux program lines , each relay should be

provided with a shunting diode to eliminate

inductive kick that could destroy the diode

in the Aux program line . The added diode

should be connected so that it is reverse biased

when the relay is actuated . Diodes D1 through

D6 in Fig . 2-8 are connected in this config

uration .

Power for actuation of external relays should

normally be provided by an external power

supply . If only a few low- current relays are

required , however , the -12.2- volt supply from

the oscilloscope may be able to supply the

current. The amount of current that is avail

able will be determined by the particular
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Input
Signal

2-16

# 1

Input
Signal
#2

Input
Signal
# 3

Input
Signal
#4

Input
Signal
#5

Input
Signal
#6

Input
Signal
#7

Selected Signal to 50- ohm
Termination at Vertical Input
of Amplifier Unit

Normally open

Common

Normally closed

Normally open

Common

Normally closed

Normally open

Common

Normally closed

Normally open

Common

Normally closed

Normally open

Common

Normally closed

Normally open

Common

Normally closed

IK1

Leeee
| K2

Loeee

| K3

K4

IK5

oooo

1 K6

Type
263

To Term

34

AUX 1

To Term

33

AMPLIFIER
Program Jack

J109

Fig. 2-8 . Example of a 50 -ohm coaxial switching system for programming the Auxiliary function of the Type 263. When
is connected to the amplifier unit input.

AUX 2

To Term
31

AUX 3

To Term

30

AUX 4

To Term

28

AUX 5

R1

NOTES:

To Term

27

AUX 6

Negative
Voltage
Source

(-1 V to
-12.5 V) *

KH

D1

KH

D2

K
D3

KH
D4

KH
D5

D6

R1 is selected for correct relay current.

D1 through D6 limit inductive kick for protec
tion of diode in programmer.

Input signals may be applied through 50-ohm
coaxial cables or through certain probes listed
in text.

*Terminal 1 ( -12.2 volts ) of TIME BASE pro
gram jack J110 may be used as voltage source.

Auxiliary line is programmed , input signal #7



oscilloscope , amplifier and time-base combi

nation that is used . For example , using a

Type 561A Oscilloscope , a Type 3A5 Amplifier

and a Type 3B5 Time Base , approximately 70 mA

of current is available from the -12.2 - volt

supply at Terminal 1 of the TIME BASE jack

(J110) on the Type 263 .

USE OF MULTIPLE PROGRAMMERS

General Information

The AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE jacks on the

left end of the Type 263 permit the cascading

of Type 263s or the use of other types of

programmers in conjunction with the Type 263.

All isolation and switching that is required.

for the use of cascaded Type 263s is provided

in the units . If this programmer is used with

other types of programming devices , however ,

some means of program isolation or switching

will be required .

Cascading Type 263s

Any number of Type 263 Programmers (up

to a maximum of about 75) can be connected

in series to the automatic/programmable plug

in units . Because of power - supply switching

in the instrument , current drain on the oscillo

scope power supply is very small for any Type

263 that is turned off.

When two or more Type 263s are cascaded ,

the unit connected to the oscilloscope plug- in

units has precedence over subsequent program

mers . The order of precedence of other

programmers in the series progresses outward

from the oscilloscope . Thus the nearest pro

grammer that has an activated program has

effective control of the oscilloscope functions .

Separate Programming of Plug- In Units

For certain applications , it may be desirable.

to program the amplifier unit and the time

base unit separately . Two Type 263s are re

quired for this type of set up , with each

programmer connected to only one of the plug

in units . This instrument arrangement would

Operating Instructions - Type 263

permit the selection of any combination of six

amplifier unit programs and six time -base pro

grams , or a total of 36 combinations for

two Type 263s.

Due to power- supply limitations of the oscil

loscope , it is not recommended to program two

Type 3A5 Amplifier Units in X - Y mode using two

Type 263 Programmers .

Use with Other Programmers

Several functions that are provided at the Pro

gram jacks of the amplifier and time base units.

are not directly related to the operation of

the Type 263. Some of these functions , such

as remote seek , can be used with other types

of programmers or for remote manual operation.

Some of the program lines from the amplifier

and time-base units pass directly through the

Type 263 to the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE

jacks , but some others are not carried through .

Use the Interconnecting and Switching diagram at

the rear of this manual to determine whether

or not a specific line is carried through the

Type 263.

The functions that have program lines carried

through can be programmed by other program

mers without disconnecting the Type 263 , merely

by connecting to the AMPLIFIER and/or TIME

BASE jacks at the left end of the Type 263.

If any functions that are not carried through

are required , some sort of special connection

will be needed between the plug - in units and

the Type 263. The particular application will

determine the connections required .

The design of the Type 263 circuitry should

be used as a guide for designing program

isolation circuits for other programmers . The

primary means of program isolation in the Type

263 is through the use of reverse - biased diodes

which hold unused programs out of operation.

In addition to the diode isolation , the + 125

volt supplies are disconnected from the program

cards when the Type 263 is turned off , de

creasing the amount of current required to

keep the unused programs out of operation .
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PROGRAM SET-UP CHART

General Information

Fig 2-9 is a program set- up chart for the

Type 263. This illustration may be reproduced

and used as an aid for setting up program cards .

Card Identification

In normal use , each program card in the Type

263 will be set up for a different program to

be selected as needed for specific test or

display. If the cards are to be used on a

production - line basis , they can be made up

and labeled for specific tests . No special

provision has been made for labeling the cards ,

but the component side of the program cards

can be written on with a pencil and can be

erased as needed . The writing should be

covered with transparent tape to keep it from

being rubbed off during use. An alternate

2-18

method of marking is to use labeling tape on

the reverse side of the cards .

Sample Program

To illustrate the use of the Program Set

Up Chart , Fig . 2-10 shows a chart filled out

for a specific test- in this case the risetime

measurement of a Type 3A5 Amplifier Unit .

Space provided on the chart permits the record

ing of supplemental remarks that will aid the

operator in setting up auxiliary equipment

or test devices .

Spare Program Cards

Extra program cards can be ordered from the

Mechanical Parts List for making up spare

preset programs . When not in use , extra

programs should be stored in a dry area pro

tected from heat and dust . If a large number

of extra cards is to be stored , a slotted

storage rack should be constructed .

NOTES
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Unit

Time-
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Unit

VOLTS
/
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VERT POS
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/
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Vertical Input Signal

Decade Enable

Decade

Decade Multiplier

MAG SWP

DELAY

NO PROBE 10X PROBE
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TRIG LEVEL

PROGRAM

HORIZ POS

External Trigger Signal

AUX

REMARKS

Slope

Function
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O 670-0226-00
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X1

O

X2
O

X5
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12

VERT POS
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AUX
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PROBE
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PROBE

INPUT SEL
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O
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STABO

0.1V

0.01
VI

����

���

O

R20
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NO PROBE

0.1 V-0.01 V

X1

DC

A

0.1 S-1S

X1

OFF

HORIZ POS

PROGRAM SET-UP CHART

�¿»
|

1001]
�

O���

§�

O

EXT DC

TIME/DIV

R30

O

1S

1mS

10mS

10pS

0.1mS

0.15

O

0.1¿S
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n

TRIG LEVEL

-DH

O

O

A

10X PROBE

1 V- 0.1 V

TRIG

X2
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388-0693-00
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X2

X10

EXT AC

R40

OFF

EXT

DC
O
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AC
O

INT
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O

AUTO
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MAG SWP

DELAY

OLX
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O

Fig. 2-9 . Program Set -up Chart

10 V- 1 V

X5

AC STAB
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10 ¿s-0.1 ms 6

X5

X100

INT AC

66

100 V- 10 V

0.1 ¿S - 1 ¿S

AUTO

WAVEFORMS

10 nS
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Amplifier

Unit

Time

-Base

Unit

2-20

VOLTS
/

DIV

LX

TIME
/

DIV

TRIG

MAG SWP

DELAY Not applicable .

NO PROBE 10X PROBE

Decade

Decade Multiplier

INPUT SEL

VERT POS Adjust to match Man mode .

Vertical Input Signal Pulse with = 2 ns risetime, 50 mV amplitude.

Decade Enable A B

Decade 0.1 S-15

Decade Multiplier X1

OFF

PROGRAM
Risetime measurement of Type 3A5

X
2
O

Slope

Function

connection.

O

MODEL VERT POS

cRIO

670-0226-00
ASSY

AUX

VOLTS/DIV

S

NO
PROBE
10X
PROBE

INPUT SEL

AC

AC

STABO

0.01
V 0.1V

TRIG LEVEL Adjust for stable display of pulse rise.

HORIZ POS Adjust to display pulse rise at 1 -div line (see waveform .)

External Trigger Signal

AUX Any terminal.

REMARKS Connect terminated pulse directly to input, not through any Aux.

0.1V IV

R20

263 PROGRAM CARD

3A5 Risetime
HORIZ POS

AL ���

���

§�

¥ +

O

100V

NO PROBE

0.1 V-0.01 V

X1

DC

X2
O

EXT DC

O

01

R30

TIME /DIV

15

1mS
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0.1S

O

SAMPLE PROGRAM
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0.1mS
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TRIG LEVEL

sdi

O
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2

SUOL

10X PROBE

1 V-0.1 V

X2
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3
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X10

-
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R40
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TRIG MAG SWP
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DC

O
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O
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DELAY
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OIX

O
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Fig. 2-10. Sample Program
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AC STAB

5

5
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INT AC

|||||
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SECTION 3

LOGIC CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Introduction

This section of the manual provides a des

cription of the circuitry and operation of the

Type 263 when programming the front- panel

functions of Tektronix automatic /programmable

plug- in units and auxiliary equipment. The

circuit description assumes that the Type 263

is programming both an amplifier and a time

base unit , but the description applies as well

when each unit is programmed separately . For

a description of the associated circuitry con

tained within the plug- in units , refer to the

instruction manuals of the individual units .

Where circuit concepts of the plug - in units are

required for illustrating the operation of the Type

263, the generalized circuits that are illustrated

are modeled after those in the Type 3A5 and

Type 3B5 plug- in units .

The term "digital logic " as used here and

in other parts of this manual means those

logic operations that select one of two possible

states on each digital program line for opera

tion of switching circuits within the program

mable plug- in units . Each digital function

requires one (and only one) program line of

a particular function ( such as VOLTS/DIV

Decade) to be activated by contact closure to

program ground. The term "analog logic"

refers to logic operations that perform the func

tions of the front-panel variable controls (such

as the Trigger Level control) on the plug- in
units .

While reading this circuit description , refer

to the Program Card and the Interconnecting

and Switching schematic diagrams at the rear

of the manual and to the circuit illustrations

contained within this section .

General Information

The Type 263 provides programming of the

automatic/programmable oscilloscope system

by means of current- setting program lines

connected to the plug - in unit logic circuitry.

All voltages required for operation of the

programmer are obtained from the plug- in

units through the front-panel Program con

nectors , and all logic information from the

Type 263 is applied to the plug - in units through

those connectors .

Program parameters are set up on removable

program cards that plug into the Type 263.

Each program card is subdivided into an ampli

fier section and a time -base section which

provide the logic currents to the two plug

in units . All connections , adjustments and dis

connecting diodes for the digital and analog

operations are located on the cards . Program

jumper leads connected between terminals on

the cards provide the digital contact closures .

When the Type 263 is activated by depressing

one of the numbered Program Selector buttons

on the front panel , the external mode command

from the Type 263 causes the plug- in units

to switch to External mode , locking out the

Manual and Seek mode functions . The selected

program card , corresponding to the particular

Program Selector button , then has control of

the programmed oscilloscope functions .

Each programmed digital line actuates a tran

sistor switch circuit or a reed relay in the

plug- in unit to select the desired digital state .

Only one digital program line of each function

is grounded and the others are left open .

Programming of each analog function requires

the adjustment of current in one or twoprogram

lines connected to the plug - in units . The analog

adjustment settings on the active program card

thus determine the operation of the variable

control circuits in the plug - in units . The only

front - panel functions that remain active when

the programmable plug - in units are operated

in External mode are the Variable Volts/Div ,

Variable Time/Div , vertical positioning and
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horizontal positioning controls and (in Auto trig

ger mode only) the Trigger Level control . The

Type 263 does not provide programming of the

Variable Volts /Div or Variable Time/Div func
tions .

In any mode except Auto , the TRIG LEVEL

adjustment on the active program card deter

mines the triggering level of the time-base
unit . The VERT POS and HORIZ POS adjust

ments on the program card serve as vernier

position adjustments which move the display

vertically or horizontally with respect to the

display position set by the Position controls

of the plug- in units . The DELAY adjustment

on the active program card operates only when

the program is set for MAG SWP X10 or

X100 , and then performs essentially the same

function as the front-panel Delay control on
the time-base unit .

When the external mode command is removed

by pressing the OFF Program Selector but

ton , the plug- in units revert to Manual mode

and the digital and analog program lines are

effectively disconnected by reverse-biased
diodes in the lines .

SWITCHING OPERATIONS

General Information

The seven front-panel pushbuttons (numbered

1 through 6 and OFF) make up the Program

Selector switch (SW101) , which selects the

program card to be actuated or turns off the

programmer . Operating voltages from the

plug- in units are applied to the OFF section

of the switch (SW101-0) as shown in Fig . 3-1 .

and through the logic - level bulbs (B101 through

B106) to the program cards . Chassis ground.

is connected directly to each of the program

cards . The Program Selector switch controls

the operating state of the Type 263 by switch

ing the external mode command line , the pro

gram ground line , the + 125-volt supply lines

and the logic voltage levels .

Type 263 Turned Off

When the OFF Program Selector button is in

3-2

the depressed position , ( Fig 3-1) the external
mode command line is disconnected from chas

sis ground , by SW101-0 , permitting the pro

grammable plug - in units to operate normally
in Manual or Seek mode (unless another pro

grammer is connected) . The program ground

line and the +125-volt supply lines are connect
ed through SW101-0 to the AMPLIFIER and

TIME BASE jacks (J109 and J110) for use

by another programmer , and are disconnected

from the program cards and the front-panel

power indicator light . The -12.2 - volt supply

is connected through the filaments of the logic

level bulbs (B101 through B106) to the logic

level lines of all program cards , holding the

cards out of operation by reverse- biasing the

diodes in the digital and analog program lines .

Since the +125 -volt supplies are disconnected

from the cards at this time , current to the

- 12.2-volt supply is primarily from the ground

connections in the analog adjustment circuits

on the program cards . Less than 100 ¿A

of current flows through the filament of each

logic- level bulb , so the filament resistance.

is low and there is no appreciable voltage

drop across the bulbs . Total current through

the programmer to the -12.2 -volt supply is
therefore less than 1 mA for the six cards

with the Type 263 turned off.

Program Selector Switch On

Whenever one of the Program Selector buttons

is pressed , the switch mechanism automatically

releases all other Program Selector buttons
that are not held down . When one of the

numbered buttons is pressed , releasing the

OFF button ( see Fig . 3-2) , the following opera
tions take place :

(1) The external mode command line to each.

plug- in unit is grounded by the Type 263 , switch

ing the units to external mode ; ( 2) the +125

volt supply lines from the two plug - in units are
disconnected from the AMPLIFIER and TIME

BASE jacks (J109 and J110) and connected to

the analog control circuits on the program cards

and to the power indicator light (B100) on the

front panel of the instrument ; ( 3) the program
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Fig. 3-1 . Current paths through the Type 263 chassis and Program Selector switch with the OFF button depressed ( an active programmer is indicated at J109 and J110
to show the current paths through the Type 263. )
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ground line is disconnected from the AMPLIFIER

and TIME BASE jacks and connected to the

first numbered section of the Program Selector

switch (SW101-1) . In addition to these oper

ations performed by SW101-0 , the Program Sel

ector switch also grounds the logic - level line

of the program card corresponding to the

numbered button that was pressed . The logic

level lines of all other program cards remain

at -12.2 volts .

With +125 volts applied across B100 and R 101 ,

the power indicator neon lights , indicating that

power is applied to the instrument. Total

current from the + 125 - volt supply into the power

indicator bulb and the analog circuits on the

program cards is approximately 43 mA (20 mA

through the amplifier unit and 23 mA through

the time-base unit) . Since the power indicator

bulb is connected to the +125- volt supply through

both plug- in units , the bulb will light with the

use of either or both plug - in units . Diodes

D101 and D102 isolate the two + 125-volt supply

leads from the plug - in units .

As the logic- level line on the selected pro

gram card is grounded by the Program Sel

ector switch , approximately 12 volts is applied

across the logic - level bulb for that card.

Current increases through the bulb and , as the

filament heats up , its resistance increases,

limiting the current to about 42 mA . With

the Type 263 turned on and the +125-volt

supply connected to the analog adjustment cir

cuits on all cards , current through each in

active program card and its logic - level bulb.

to the -12.2 -volt supply is increased to approx

imately 4 mA . Total current through the

programmer to the -12.2 - volt supply when the

instrument is active is therefore about 62 mA .

Diode D110 isolates the -12.2 - volt supply lines.

between the two plug - in units . If both an ampli

fier unit and a time-base unit are used , most

of the 12.2- volt current is provided through

the amplifier unit , due to the voltage drop

across D110 .

If two or more Program Selector buttons

are depressed at one time , only the program

with the lower number will be active . As

seen in Fig . 3-2 , the operation of the switch

A
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permits only one logic - level line at a time to

be connected to program ground . Thus only

one card at a time can be activated , while

all other cards are held off by the -12.2 volts

applied through the logic - level bulbs . If one

of these bulbs burns out , however , the logic

level line of the associated card will not be

held at 12.2 volts and the card will not be

held out of operation . Under this condition ,

only the card with the burned out bulb will

function normally when its Program Selector

button is depressed . No other program will

operate unless the card with the burned out

bulb is removed from its program card con

nector .

Outputs at J109 and J110

The Type 263 provides output voltage and logic

lines at the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE

jacks (J109 and J110) for use by other program

mers . All of the required voltages and logic

lines are provided at these jacks for cascading

Type 263s . Figure 3-1 does not show the logic

lines . Since some logic lines that are available

at the Program connectors of the plug- in units.

are not used by the Type 263 , they are not

carried through the programmer. If any of

these lines that are not carried through are

required by other programmers used with the

Type 263 , special takeoff connections will be

required between the plug - in units and the

Type 263. The -100 - volt supply line from the

oscilloscope is connected through the Type 263

to J109 and J110 for use as a test point or

for possible use by other programmers , though

the supply is not used by the Type 263.

When designing another programming device ,

whether it is to be connected to the plug-in

units or to the Type 263 , its logic must be

compatible with that of the Type 263. That

is , non - programmed lines must be disconnected

by means of reverse -biased diodes connected

to a negative supply ( -7V to -12V), and the analog

program lines must be supplied with current

in the same ranges as those provided by the

Type 263 analog program lines . These current

ranges are given in the Analog Logic portion.

of this section .
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When two or more Type 263 Programmers

are cascaded , the unit nearest the program

mable plug- in units takes a precedence over all

subsequent programmers . This is accomplished

by means of the voltage and program ground

switching done by the OFF Program Selector

button (SW101-0) as described previously . When

ever the Type 263 is activated , SW101-0 dis

connects the + 125 -volt supply lines and program

ground from subsequent programmers , prevent

ing them from being activated . When the Type

263 is inactive , the +125- volt supply lines and

program ground are disconnected from the pro

gram cards in that unit and connected to the

next programmer . Thus the selected program

card in the active programmer closest to

the plug- in units controls the oscilloscope

system .

General Information

DIGITAL LOGIC

Digital functions of the amplifier and time

base units are programmed by means of digital

logic connections made on the program cards.

The programmable digital functions are : Vert

ical deflection factor (VOLTS/DIV) ; sweep rate

(TIME/DIV) ; delayed sweep magnification(MAG

SWP) ; vertical input couplingmode ( INPUT SEL) ;

trigger slope and function (TRIG) , and auxiliary

equipment programming (AUX) . Each digital

program connection (except AUX) on the active

program card operates a switching circuit in one

of the plug- in units to select the desired logic

state of the particular function . The AUX

program connection operates an external switch

ing circuit if such a circuit is connected through

the AMPLIFIER program jack .

For each function to be programmed on a

particular card , a jumper lead connection is

made from the logic - level line (through an

isolation diode) to one program line . All pro

gram lines that are not connected to the logic

level line remain open . For example , when

the INPUT SEL function is programmed for DC

coupling , the logic - levelthe logic - level line is connected

through D5 to the DC terminal on the card

and the AC STAB and AC program lines are

left open . Complete programming of one card

3-6

requires 11 digital jumper connections . (For

AUTO TRIG Function and + TRIG Slope , the

terminals are open circuits and the time-base.

Threeunit selects the correct logic states .)

jumper lead connections are required for the

VOLTS/DIV and TIME/DIV functions , as des

cribed in the Operating Instructions section ,

to actuate the vertical deflection factor selec

tion and sweep rate selection circuits in the

plug- in units .

Since the operation of the plug - in unit cir

cuitry depends on the characteristics of those

units , only basic operation of the digital logic.

circuits will be discussed here .

Two typical switching circuits that are used

in the plug-in units are shown in Fig . 3-3.

In the case of the transistor switching circuit ,

the typical configuration uses an NPN transistor

that is normally biased in the off condition

with a negative voltage applied to its base (see

Fig. 3-3A) . When the input program line is

grounded through the active program card ,

the base voltage moves in the positive direc

tion and turns on the transistor ( see Fig . 3-3B) .

The resulting voltage change on the collector

of the transistor is the logic - level change that

is applied to the internal signal and/or readout

circuitry of the plug- in unit .

In the case of the reed relay switch , the

typical configuration uses a normally- open relay

that remains in the open condition until the

external circuit is completed . When the input

program line is grounded through the active

program card , current through the relay coil

from the program line to the negative supply

actuates the relay and performs the required.

switching operation .

Figures 3-4 , 3-5 and 3-6 show the digital.

logic operation of a particular program card

(in this case , card number 1 ) under the fol

lowing conditions : (1) When the Type 263

is turned off; ( 2) when the program card is

activated; (3) when another program card is

activated. For purposes of illustration , specific

sets of parameters are shown for the three

conditions .
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voltage level on each of the program lines

from the plug - in units is slightly less negative

than 12 volts , the series diode in each digital

program line ( on each program card) is reverse

biased . Under this condition , the plug- in

units operate with internal (front -panel) control

of their signal and readout circuits .

G7G'-12 V

IH

- 100 V

9	

- 100 V

PLUG-IN UNIT

<- 12.5 V
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<- 11.5 V

OV

¬

- 12 V

- 12 V

Transistor
Switch

- 12 V

Transistor
Switch

Output

Zero
Volt

Output

Output

Fig . 3-3. Typical digital switching circuits in the programmable plug - in units operated by the Type 263 : (A ) with the program inactive ; ( B ) with the program activated .

- 12-Volt
Output

Program Card Activated

When one of the numbered Program Selector

buttons is depressed (e.g. , the number 1 button) ,

the external mode command is applied to the

plug- in units , permitting them to be externally

controlled . The logic - level line on the selected

program card is grounded through the Program

Selector switch (e.g. , SW101-1) , applying zero

volts to the anode of each digital program

line diode on that card (see Fig . 3-5) . The

diode in each programmed line is forward

biased with zero volts connected to the anode
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Fig. 3-4 . Digital logic states of program card number 1 when the programmer is turned off.
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and a more negative voltage applied from the

plug- in unit , allowing current to flow in the

line . Each programmed switching circuit in the

plug- in units is thus actuated by the program

current , causing it to select the correspond

ing logic state. In turn , the switching cir

cuits actuate the signal and/or readout circuits.

in the plug- in units to perform the selected.

operation.

Any program line that does not have a program

connection on the active card is open if it

is not programmed on any of the inactive

cards , or is reverse biased ( to -12 volts) if

it is programmed on one of the inactive cards .

In either case , the voltage on each inactive

digital program line is held at some voltage

slightly less negative than -12 volts as set

by the circuitry of the plug- in unit .

Program Card Inactive (Another Card Active)

When some other program card is selected.

by depressing the corresponding Program Selec

tor button (e.g. , number 2) , the logic - level

line on each inactive program card (e.g. ,

number 1 ) is held at -12.2 volts (see Fig.

3-6) . Digital program current from the active

card is applied to the plug- in units through

the lines programmed on the active card to

control the operation of the plug- in units .

Each program line that is not programmed on

the active card is held at the voltage level

present at the connection to the plug-in unit .

Each line that is programmed on the active

card is slightly negative from ground because

of the drop across the series diode ; therefore ,

any line that is programmed on more than one

card (e.g. , INPUT SEL DC in Fig . 3-6) is

negative enough to keep current from flowing

through the diode on the inactive card (D5

in Fig. 3-6) .

Auxiliary Circuits

Operation of the Auxiliary logic in the Type

263 is similar to that of the other digital

operations . Six auxiliary program lines are

connected from the program cards to the

AMPLIFIER jack (J109) on the left end of

(A)

Logic Circuit Description - Type 263

the Type 263. Each of these lines can be

connected to operate some external relay or

transistor switching circuit such as one of

those described in the general Digital Logic

discussion .

Since the activating logic on the program

cards is grounding logic , the auxiliary program

circuits require an external negative voltage

source for the actuating circuits . A typical

external circuit configuration using relays for

coaxial switching is given in the Operating

Instructions section of this manual . The voltage

source for the external circuit (as seen by the

Type 263 circuit) may be any value from -1.0 volt

to -12.5 volts at a current up to 40 mA . The

amount of current to be permitted will depend

on the operating current requirements of the

relay or other external circuitry that is used .

A typical reed relay coil requires a current

of about 10 mA . The current limit of 40 mA

is required for protection of the series diode

(D3) on the active program card .

With a voltage source of -1.0 volt to -12.5

volts , when a card that is programmed for

a particular auxiliary circuit is inactive , the

series diode is reverse biased (or at least

not forward biased) and the external auxiliary

circuit is in its non -activated state . When the

program is activated by grounding the logic

level line on the program card , current flows

in the auxiliary program line to the external

negative voltage source and actuates the ex

ternal auxiliary circuit to provide the desired

switching operation . Refer to the Operating

Instructions section for additional factors that

should be considered when designing an auxiliary

program circuit.

General Information

ANALOG LOGIC

The four programmable analog functions ofthe

plug- in units are programmed by means of ad

justment controls on the active program card

in the Type 263. These functions are: Vertical

position vernier (VERT POS) ; horizontal posi

tion vernier (HORIZ POS) ; trigger level ad
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justment (TRIG LEVEL) , and delayed sweep

magnifier delay adjustment (DELAY) . The

analog adjustments determine the amount of

current that flows into the program lines that

are connected to the analog ( variable) control

circuits of the plug- in units . In the case of

the vertical and horizontal positioning adjust

ments , the display positioning provided by the

plug- in units is still dominant . The VERT POS

and HORIZ POS adjustments provide vernier

positioning of the display with respect to that set

by the front- panel controls on the plug- in

units . Figures 3-7 , 3-8 and 3-9 illustrate

the operation of the analog circuits on a par
ticular card under the three conditions des

cribed previously for the digital logic .

Type 263 Turned Off

Whenever the Program Selector OFF button is

in the depressed position , the logic - level line on

each program card is held at -12.2 volts

(see Fig. 3-7) . With the Type 263 turned off,

the +125-volt supplies are disconnected from the

program cards and thus from the analog ad

justment circuits . In the HORIZ POS , TRIG

LEVEL and DELAY circuits of each card ,

enough quiescent current is drawn through diodes

D20 , D31 and D41 from the ground connections.

at the lower end of each adjustment to maintain

a level of approximately -11.5 volts at the

anodes of the diodes . In the VERT POS adjust

ment circuit , a few microamps of current

flows through D7 , D8 and ( in the reverse direc

tion) through D6 and D9 into the position con

trol program lines to maintain a voltage level

of about 11.5 volts at the anodes of the diodes .

These voltage levels reverse bias the series

diodes in all of the analog program lines to

the plug- in units , since the voltages from the

plug- in units are somewhat less negative than

-11.5 volts . The analog program lines are thus

disconnected by the diodes so the analog circuits

of the programmer have no effect on the plug- in

units .

Program Card Activated

When the Type 263 is turned on by pressing

one of the numbered Program Selector buttons

(e.g. , number 1 as in Fig . 3-8) , the external

3-12

mode command permits the plug - in units to be

controlled by external program information .

Positive voltage lines ( +125 volts) are connected

to the analog adjustment circuits on all of the

program cards as the programmer is turned on .

The numbered Program Selector button that

is pressed to turn on the Type 263 also grounds

the logic- level line of the corresponding program

card (e.g. , card number 1 ) . With zero volts

connected to the cathodes of D7 , D8 , D20 ,

D31 and D41 on the activated card , these diodes

become reverse biased (see Fig . 3-8) , per

mitting current toto flow through the analog

program lines and their series diodes (D6 ,

D9 , D21 , D30 and D40) . Current into the

analog program lines is then set by the analog

adjustments (R10 , R20 , R30 and R40) on the

active program card to control (or modify)

the operation of the variable control circuits

in the plug- in units .

The setting of the VERT POS adjustment ( R10)

on the active card determines the relative

current in the two vertical position analog

program lines . Current in each of these lines

varies from about 0.3 mA to 3.5 mA , depending

on the setting of the adjustment . The amount

of current varies inversely in the two lines . This

current is inserted into current-summing points

in the amplifier unit to be added to the vert

ical positioning currents set by the front -panel

Position control . When R10 is turned in the

clockwise direction (toward the D8 -D9 end) , cur

rent increases in the D9 line and decreases

in the D6 line , causing the display to move

upward on the CRT screen . When R10 is

turned in the counterclockwise direction (toward

the D6-D7 end) , the current change is reversed

and the display moves downward.

The HORIZ POS adjustment (R20) varies the

current in the horizontal position program line

from approximately 25 ¿A to 500 ¿A , depend

ing on the setting of the adjustment. This

current is inserted into a current- summing

point in the time - base unit horizontal amplifier

circuit to be added to the current set by the

front-panel Position control . When R20 is

turned in the counterclockwise direction (toward
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+125 volts) , current increases in the program

line , causing the display to move toward the right

on the CRT screen. When R20 is turned in

the clockwise direction (toward ground) , current

decreases in the program line and the CRT

display moves toward the left .

Current through D30 and the trigger level

program line into the trigger circuit of the time

base unit controls the triggering level of the

time-base unit , except in Auto trigger mode.

(In Auto mode , the current is still connected

into the trigger circuit , but has no effect .

The Trigger Level control of the time-base.

unit then controls the triggering level .) As

the TRIG LEVEL adjustment (R30) on the

active program card is turned in the clock

wise direction ( toward ground) , current de

creases in the trigger level program line ,

causing the triggering level to move in the

positive direction on the triggering signal ap

plied to the time -base unit . When R30 is turned

in the counterclockwise direction (toward +125

volts) , current increases in the program line

and the triggering level moves in the negative

direction . Current in the trigger level program

line varies from about 25 ¿A with the adjust

ment turned fully clockwise to about 380 ¿A

with the adjustment turned fully counterclock
wise . The effect of the TRIG LEVEL ad

justment depends on the characteristics of the

time-base unit trigger circuit . ( For example ,

when programming a Type 3B5 unit in INT AC

mode , the TRIG LEVEL adjustment moves the

triggering level over a +10 -volt to -10 -volt

range on the internal trigger signal received

from the trigger pickoff circuit of the ampli

fier unit.)

3-16

The DELAY adjustment circuit consists of

two current paths , one through R42 which

sets the minimum current of approximately

0.2 mA required in the delay program line when

the DELAY adjustment is at the clockwise

(ground end of its multi - turn range , for 10

divisions of delay. The second current path

through R40 ( the DELAY adjustment) permits

the current to be increased to a maximum

of approximately 0.35 mA when R40 is at the

counterclockwise end of its range of rotation ,

for minimum delay of the start of the magni

fied portion of the sweep .

Program Card Inactive (Another Card Active)

When another program card is activated by

pressing another numbered Program Selector

button (e.g. , number 2) , each card that is held

off has its logic - level line held at approx

imately 12 volts by current through the logic

level bulb, but the + 125-volt supplies are still

connected to the analog adjustment circuits

(see Fig. 3-9) . With -12 volts applied to the

cathodes of diodes D7 , D8 , D20 , D31 and D41

and a more positive voltage source connected

to their anodes , these diodes are forward

biased , setting the anode voltage level at approx

imately -11.5 volts . Since this voltage is neg

ative with respect to voltage levels

on the analog program lines from the active

program card , diodes D6 , D9 , D21 , D30 and

D40 are reverse biased and have no effect

on the plug- in units . Total current to the

-12.2-volt supply through diodes D7 , D8 , D20 ,

D31 and D41 on each inactive program card is

approximately 4 mA at this time.

A



Introduction

This section of the manual provides main

tenance information for servicing and repairing

the Type 263 Programmer . Circuit component

locations and wiring color - code are shown at

the end of this section for the program cards ,

Program Selector switch and connector mount

ing base .

SECTION 4

MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance performed on a reg

ular basis helps prevent instrument failure and

improves both the mechanical and electrical

reliability of the instrument . If trouble does

occur , corrective maintenance should be per

formed immediately to avoid additional damage

and to restore the instrument to proper oper
ation .

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Dust Cover

Preventive maintenance consists of cleaning ,

inspection , lubrication and performance check

ing. The severity of the environment in which

the instrument is used will determine the fre

quency of maintenance required . Refer to the

Performance Check section of this manual for

the recommended procedure .

The transparent dust cover on the top of

the Type 263 can be easily removed for access

to the circuitry on the program cards . The

cover , which is held in place with plastic

tabs , is released by pressing in on the center
of the front surface of the cover and lifting

slightly . After the front tab has been released

slide the cover forward to release the rear tabs .

For normal operation , the dust cover should.

be left on the instrument to keep out dust

and to protect the operator and the program
cards .

Cleaning

The Type 263 should be cleaned as often as

operating conditions require . Very little dust
will accumulate inside the instrument if the

dust cover is kept in place . Operation with

out the cover will require more frequent clean

ing of the interior .

Exterior . Loose dust accumulated on the out

side of the instrument may be removed by

wiping with a soft cloth . A small paint brush

may be used for removing dust from places

(such as around connectors) that cannot be

reached well with a cloth . Any remaining dirt

can be removed with a soft cloth dampened

with a solution of water and mild detergent .

Abrasive cleaners should not be used .

Interior . Any dust that may accumulate in
the interior of the instrument should be removed

to prevent electrical shorting . The plug- in

program cards should be removed for individual

cleaning. Dust can be removed with a small

cloth or cotton - tipped swab that has been

dampened with a solution of water and mild

detergent. After cleaning the interior , allow it

to dry thoroughly before turning on the in

strument.

CAUTION

Do not clean plastic materials with or

ganic solvents such as benzene , acetone

or denatured ethyl alcohol . These sol

vents may damage the plastic.

Lubrication

Good reliability of switches and other moving

parts can be retained by keeping them proper-

ly lubricated with the correct type of lubri

cant. Use only the minimum amount of lubri

cant required to provide proper operation .
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For switch detents , use a viscous grease

type of lubricant (e.g. , Tektronix Part Number

006-0219-00) . For interconnecting plug contacts

and electrical contacts on switches , use a

cleaning-type lubricant (e.g. , Tektronix Part

Number 006-0218-00) . A kit containing lubri

cation instructions and a variety of lubricants

is available as Tektronix Part Number 003

0342-00 .

Visual Inspection

The Type 263 should be inspected occasion

ally for possible defects such as damaged con

nectors , components or program cards . Cor

rective procedures for most visible defects are

obvious , but particular care should be taken

if heat-damaged components are found . This

type of trouble may indicate the presence of

trouble in one of the instruments used with

the Type 263. It is important that the cause

of the overheating be found and corrected to

prevent damage from recurring.

Diode Checks

Normally the diodes in the Type 263 will not

need to be checked during periodic servicing

of the instrument . Actual operation of the

instrument will usually indicate the presence

of a defective diode . If a circuit malfunction

does occur , however , the diodes should be check

ed as a part of the troubleshooting procedure

described later in this section of the manual .

Performance Checks

To assure the correct and accurate operation

of the Type 263 , it should be checked after

each 500 hours of operation , as described in the
Performance Check section of this manual.

Minor troubles that may not be apparent during

normal use may be detected during the per

formance check procedure .
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TROUBLESHOOTING

The following information is provided to aid

in locating and correcting trouble in the Type

263. Information found in the circuit description ,

performance check procedure and the circuit.

diagrams may also be helpful when attempting

to troubleshoot the instrument .

Troubleshooting Aids

Diagrams . Circuit diagrams of the Type

263 are given on foldout pages at the rear

of this manual . Circuit numbers and electrical

values of the components are shown on the

diagrams . Portions of the circuitry that are

mounted on circuit boards or cards are out

lined in blue .

Circuit illustrations. To aid in locating

components and identifying supply leads on the

circuit cards and the Program Selector switch ,

Figs . 4-2 through 4-5 show the physical loca

tions of the circuit components and the color

code of the connecting wires . All insulated

wiring in the instrument is coded to aid in

circuit tracing . Signal-carrying leads are

identified by one or two colored stripes . Voltage

supply leads are identified by three stripes

indicating the approximate voltage , using the EIA

color code. A white background on a voltage

lead indicates a positive voltage and a tan

background indicates a negative voltage .

Square- Pin Connectors . The square-pin

terminals used for connecting supply and logic

level leads to the connector mounting base board ,

and for digital programming of the program

cards , provide convenient test points for

troubleshooting. See Fig . 4-4 and the Inter

connecting and Switching schematic diagram

for the supply and logic - level lead connections .

Diode Color Code . The cathode end of each

diode is indicated by a series of stripes . The

coding of the stripes indicates the type of

diode , using an abbreviated form of the Tek

tronix part numbering system (e.g. , 6075

indicates the type of diode with Tektronix

Part Number 152-0075-00) . Note that all

diodes on the program cards point in the

same direction .
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Troubleshooting Procedure

Before attempting to locate trouble in the

Type 263 , be sure that trouble actually exists
in the instrument . Make the following checks

before doing any extensive troubleshooting:

Check control settings . A misadjusted

control in the Type 263 or one of the associated

instruments or an incorrectly programmed card
can often give an indication of trouble , even

though no circuit trouble exists . If there

is any doubt about the correct purpose and

use of a control , review the operating in

structions of the instrument in the appropriate

instruction manual . If the Type 263 is pro

grammed for any triggering mode other than
AUTO , check that the TRIG LEVEL control

of the active program is set correctly.

Check associated equipment.Disconnect the

the Type 263 from the amplifier and time-base

units temporarily and check that the automatic/

programmable system operates correctly in
Manual mode.

If these preliminary checks do not eliminate
the indication of trouble , the following pro

cedure may help to locate the source oftrouble .

Check for Major Malfunctions . If the malfunc

tion appears to affect several or all of the

program cards , or if it appears to indicate

a malfunction of the entire instrument , the

possible source of trouble may be a broken

or disconnected supply- voltage lead or logic

level lead , a burned out logic - level bulb or

a shorted diode in one of the analog circuits .

NOTE

If the logic-level line on one of the program
cards is not correct , the entire programmer

may be put out of operation due to the fact

that the card is not disabled when it should

be.
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The following procedure is suggested for

isolation of a major malfunction :

a . Disconnect the TIME BASE connector from

the time-base unit . ( If only a time -base

unit is used , leave the program cable

connected but reverse the order of steps
band c which follow) .

b . Remove all of the program cards from
the instrument .

c . Press each of the Program Selector but

tons while observing the logic - level bulbs
inside the instrument. These bulbs are

mounted on the Program Selector switch

assembly as described in the performance

check procedure. One (and only one)

logic - level bulb should light for each

Program Selector button that is pressed .

Replace any bulb that does not light .

d . If the logic - level bulbs operate satisfac

torily , insert one program card and press

the corresponding Program Selector but
ton . Check for correct operation of that

program . If operation is still incorrect ,

remove that card and insert another card

in another slot to double - check this oper
ation . If operation is still incorrect ,

remove the program card and (with all

cards removed) check the feed -through

voltages as described in the performance

check procedure in Section 5 .

e. If operation is correct with only one card
inserted , continue inserting program
cards in their respective positions , one

at a time , until the original malfunction
recurs . When the card that is causing
the trouble is located , use the procedure
described below for Minor Malfunctions to

eliminate the problem .

Check for Minor Malfunctions . If the trouble
in the Type 263 is associated with only one

program card or if it appears to affect only

on parameter , the source of difficulty may be
one or more open or shorted diodes or a

broken or disconnected program jumper lead .
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a . If the problem is isolated to a single card ,

interchange the program card that is not

operating correctly with one that is

functioning properly. This will indicate

whether the trouble is actually on the

program card or if it is associated with

the program position (slot) .

b . If interchanging cards indicated that the

card is defective , remove the card from

the instrument and check the diodes for

an open or shorted condition. Use an

ohmmeter with an internal voltage source

of from 800 mV to 3 volts . The resis

tance should measure very high in one

direction and relatively low in the other

direction. If the meter voltage is below

800 mV , the diodes may not be forward

biased and the reading will be high in

both directions ; if the source voltage

is too high , it may damage the diode

junction by too much current . Using the

proper source voltage , if the resistance

measures very high in both directions ,

the diode is open ; if it measures very low

in both directions , the diode is shorted .

In either case , the diode must be replaced .

Refer to the soldering information given

later in this section for component re

placement on circuit cards .

c. If the source of trouble is not found with

the diode check , attempt to isolate the

problem by means of the performance

check procedure in Section 5 .

d . If it is not possible to locate the trouble

by one of the preceding checks , extend

the program card on a card extender

(Tektronix Part Number 012-0078-00) and

check the voltages under the conditions

given on the schematic diagram .
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CAUTION

Turn off the oscilloscope power while in

serting or removing a program card from

the extender . Also be sure to insert the

program card in the correct direction , with

the components to the left side of the card

as observed from the front of the instru

ment. Inserting the card backwards or mis

aligning the card contacts can seriously

damage the Type 263 and/or one of the

instruments used with it.

A connector key is located in each program

card connector to prevent the cards from

being inserted backwards . In order to use

a card extender , the extender will have to be

modified as described in the performance check

procedure or the connector key will have to

be temporarily removed.

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

Corrective maintenance generally consists

of component replacement and instrument repair ,

after locating an electrical or mechanical

malfunction . The following paragraphs provide

special maintenance information that may be

helpful if parts have to be replaced in the Type

263.

Characteristics of Replacement Parts

Standard Parts . All electrical and mechan

ical replacement parts used in the Type 263

can be obtained through your local Tektronix

Field Office or representative . However , many

of the standard electronic components can be

obtained more quickly by purchasing them local

ly . Before ordering or purchasing any replace

ment parts , refer to the Electrical or Mechan

ical Parts Lists in this manual for the required

characteristics and correct description .

Special Parts . In addition to the standard

electronic components , many special parts and

components are used in the Type 263. These

parts are manufactured by or for Tektronix ,

or are selected to meet specific requirements .

Each of the special components in the Elec

trical Parts List is indicated by an asterisk

preceding the part number . In addition to these

special electronic components , many mechan

ical parts used in the instrument are manu



factured by Tektronix and are not available

from other sources . Order all special parts

directly from your Tektronix Field Office or

representative .

Ordering Replacement Parts

When ordering parts from Tektronix , always

include the following information :

1. A complete description of the part

as given in the Electrical or Mechanical

Parts List . For an electrical part , also

give the circuit number of the component

(e.g. , D40) .

2. The instrument type (Type 263) .

3. The instrument Serial Number , found

on the rear of the instrument cabinet .

Solderi ng Techniques

CAUTION

Always disconnect the instrument from the

Amplifier and Time Base plug- in units before

soldering components or leads in the chassis

section of the instrument .

Circuit Board or Card Soldering. Use

ordinary 60/40 tin - lead solder and a pencil

type soldering iron that has a power rating from

approximately 15 to 50 watts . A hotter iron

may cause the circuit card wiring material

to separate from the laminate base . The tip

of the iron should be clean and properly tin

ned for quick heat transfer to the solder

joint . The following technique is suggested for

replacing a component on one of the program

cards.

Component Removal:

1. Remove the program card from the Type

263 and place it on a work bench or table with

the component side facing up. If possible,

weight the card down so that it will not move.

2. Grip one lead of the component with a pair

of long-nose pliers orpliers or a pair of tweezers.

(If the component is known to be defective ,

the leads may be cut near the component body
for individual removal .)

3. Touch the tip of the soldering iron to
the lead at the solder connection ( see Fig. 4-1) .

When the soldering begins to melt , pull the lead

out quickly.

4. Remove each of the other leads in the

same manner .

Needle-nose
pliers
as
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heat shunt

undil

Component Installation:

Pencil
soldering

iron

Fig. 4-1 . Correct method of applying heat when soldering to a circuit card .

1. Bend the leads of the new component to

match the holes in the program card . If the

holes are not open , they can be opened by

heating the solder to the melting point and

quickly inserting a pointed tool or toothpick

into the hole .

2. Clip the leads of the new component

to the same lengths as the leads of the removed

component .

3. Pre-tin the leads of the component

by applying the soldering iron and a small

amount of solder to each (heat - shunted) lead .

4. Insert the leads into the holes in the card

and position the component properly.
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5. Heat shunt each lead while applying the

soldering iron and a small amount of solder

to the connection .

6. Clip off any excess lead length extending

beyond the solder connection on the reverse

side of the card .

7. Cleanthe area around the solder connec

tion with a flux - removing solvent . Be careful

not to remove any information printed on the

circuit card .

Metal Terminal Soldering . Use 60/40

tin - lead solder for soldering to metal term

inals such as connector jacks and switch term

inals . A soldering iron with a 40 to 70-watt

rating should be used and the tip of the iron

should be properly cleaned and tinned .

Unsoldering a Connection:

1. Take hold of the lead with a pair of

long- nose pliers to protect the component or

wire being unsoldered .

2. Apply the soldering iron tip directly to

the connection while gently pulling on the

lead. Remove the soldering iron from the

connection as soon as the solder melts and

the connection separates .

3. If desired , excess solder may be removed

from the terminal or lead by accumulating the

solder on the tip of the iron. However , do

not allow the terminal or lead to be over

heated by the soldering iron.

Soldering a Connection :

1. Pre- tin all leads to be soldered to a

terminal . Be sure to heat - shunt the leads

for tinning .

2. With a pair of long -nose pliers , hold

the lead against the terminal and apply the

soldering iron to the terminal . Remove the

heat as soon as the solder flows freely over
the surface of the connection .
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3. Hold the lead in the correct position

without moving it until the solder has solidified .

If the lead is moved while the solder is solid

ifying , the connection may be defective .

4. If the pre-tinning solder is not suf

ficient for a good connection , an additional

amount of solder may be applied to the con

nection . Do not use more solder than is

necessary , since excess solder may destroy

the flexibility or function of the part.

5. Clip off any lead length that extends beyond

the completed connection , and remove it from

the instrument.

6. CleanClean the finished connection with a

flux- removing solvent .

Replacement Procedures

Program Card Replacement . If one of the

plug- in program cards is damaged and cannot

be repaired , it should be replaced with a new

card assembly. Replacement cards may be

ordered either with or without circuit com

ponents wired in place . The Tektronix Part

Numbers are given in the Mechanical Parts

List. To obtain a replacement card with the

soldered- on components in place , be sure to

order the replacement card assembly . (An

assembly also includes the program jumper

leads .)

When replacing a program card , it must be

inserted into the Type 263 with the component
side to the left as viewed from the front of

the instrument . Even though there is a key

between terminals T and U of each program

card connector to prevent the cards from being

inserted incorrectly , it is usually not nec

essary to look for the keys to know the cor

rect way to insert the cards . If only one card

is removed at a time , the direction of in

sertion is obvious from its relation to the

adjacent cards . If all of the cards are re

moved at once , the direction of insertion is

indicated by the offset of the hole in the top
of the instrument cabinet . ( It is apparent that



the connector for Program 6 has no clearancefor

components on the right side , whereas the con

nector for Program 1 does have clearance on

the left side .)

CAUTION

Damage can result to the Type 263 or to

one of the plug- in units with which it is

used if one of the cards is inserted in

correctly. This is true even if the OFF

Program Selector button is in the depressed

position .

Connector Mounting Base Replacement . If the

mounting base board becomes damaged and

cannot be repaired , it should be replaced with

a new board assembly . A replacement board.

may be ordered either with or without the pro

gram card connectors mounted on it . The Tek

tronix Part Numbers are given in the Mechan
ical Parts List . To obtain a replacement

board with the connectors already mounted ,

be sure to order the Connector Mounting Base

assembly. The assembly does not include

the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE jacks which
must be ordered separately.

Board Removal:

1. Remove the dust cover and all program

cards from the Type 263.

2. Remove the two large screws on the

right (cable)end of the instrument .

3. Remove the twothe two sets of three screws

each on the bottom of the instrument.

4. Remove the cabinet bottom - rear panel .

5. Remove the small flat - head screws next

to the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE jacks on
the left end of the instrument.

6. Disconnect all leads from the square-pin
connectors on the top of the board . A pair

of long- nose pliers may be used .

A
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7. Remove the top - front section of the cabi

net , including the Program Selector switch

assembly.

8. Remove the six pairs of screws holding

the program card connectors to their guide

rails , then separate the two remaining sections
of the instrument .

9. Using a small soldering iron , unsolder
each of the cable leads from the connector

mounting base . Heat- shunt each lead with a

pair of long- nose pliers to protect the insul
ation .

Board Installation :

1. Solder the new AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE

jacks to the circuit board , leaving approximately

1/32 inch of space between the edge of the board

and the insulator part of each connector . Note

that the wide edge of the AMPLIFIER jack

should be at the top of the board and the wide

edge of the TIME BASE jack should be at
the bottom . Care must be taken that solder

does not bridge across between adjacent termi

nals on opposite sides of the board or on the

same side .

2. Insert the new assembly and reassemble

the Type 263 by reversing the removal pro

cedure given above . As the top- front section.

of the cabinet is put back in place , guide

the supply wires into position for connecting

to the board . Refer to Fig. 4-5 for color

coding of the cable wires to be soldered to the

board and to Fig . 4-4 for the color - coding of

the wires to be connected to the square pins .

Program Selector Switch Replacement . If part

of the Program Selector switch becomes defec

tive and cannot be repaired , the entire switch

assembly should be replaced . The Tektronix

Part Number for the unwired switch is given

in the Mechanical Parts List .
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Switch Removal :

1. Remove the dust cover and all program

cards from the Type 263.

2. Disconnect the leads from the square

pin connectors on the connector mounting base

board . A pair of long -nose pliers may be used .

3. Loosen the two screws on the right end

of the instrument but do not remove them .

4. Remove the two sets of three screws

each on the bottom and rear of the instrument.

5. Remove the bottom - rear section of the

cabinet , then the top - front section . Be careful

not to damage the supply wires when separating

the front section from the mounting base section .

6. Unscrew the indicator light holder and

remove the two screws holding the Program

Selector switch to the front section of the chassis.
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7. Unsolder all wires and components

from the switch . Heat- snunt tne leads for

unsoldering.

Switch Installation:

1. Using Fig. 4-3 as a guide , install the

components on the new switch assembly and

connect the supply and logic - voltage leads

to the switch . When soldering to switch term

inals , do not use excessive heat or solder . Spring

tension of the switch contacts will be destroyed

by excessive solder .

2. Remount the switch on the cabinet and

reassemble the instrument by reversing the

removal procedure just described . Refer to

Fig. 4-4 for connecting the leads to the square

pin connectors on the mounting base.

NOTES
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MODEL

RIO

670.0226-00
ASSY

AUX

R10
VERT
POS

VOLTS, DIV

So

NO

PROBE

10X

PROBE

INPUT

SEL

263 PROGRAM CARD

0.1V

0.01V

ALO

AL

R20

IV

100V

10v

10V

R20
HORIZ
POS

23

R30

Si

355 65 4555

TIME/DIV

R30
TRIG
LEVEL

1p5

1mS

10mS

10pS

0.1mS

0.15 0.1pS
On
S

100 000

388-0693-00

Fig. 4-2. Component locations on each program card.
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DELAY

A

A

HI
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9

CW
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TRIG MAG SWP
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5001X
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Fig. 4-5. Wiring color-code of program cables at junction with connector mounting base.
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Introduction

This section of the manual provides a pro

cedure for checking the performance and oper

ation of the Type 263 when used with a Tek

tronix automatic / programmable oscilloscope

system . The Type 263 should be checked

after each 500 hours of operation and at least

once every six months to assure that it is

operating properly . In addition to the periodic

checks , any circuit that has had a component

replaced should also be checked before the

instrument (or the program card) is used .

Two separate procedures are given for

the digital checks of the program cards

a short form and a long form . The short form

provides a complete check of the instrument

operation , but does not check each function

on each program card . The long form checks

the program cards more rigorously , but is

usually not required unless difficulty is en

TYPE 561A OSCILLOSCOPE

7
TYPE 3A5

( 1 )

C

TYPE 305

MEN

SECTION 5

PERFORMANCE CHECK

SANOM

CALIAMATON

SomeVol

(2)

(4)

countered in the short- form procedure or the

procedure is being used as a troubleshooting

check of a program card . A performance check

record and index is included at the beginning

of the procedure for use as a check list to

verify correct operation of the Type 263 or as

an outline for the experienced calibrator .

Failure to meet the performance require

ments given in this procedure (assuming that

the oscilloscope system is calibrated) indicates

component trouble in the Type 263. Refer to

the Maintenance section of this manual for

troubleshooting information .

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

The following (or equivalent) equipment

is required for checking the Type 263. The

recommended equipment is illustrated in Fig.

5-1 . Test equipment specifications given here

Fig. 5-1 . Recommended calibration equipment.

POAD 56-2AE 20

(3)

32

(5) (6)
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are the minimum specifications required for

making the performance checks . All equip

ment is assumed to be calibrated and operating

within rated specifications . If substitute equip

ment is used , it must meet or exceed the

specifications listed here.

1. Indicator Oscilloscope , Tektronix Type

561A with Type 3A5 Amplifier and Type 3B5

Time Base Automatic/Programmable Plug- In
Units . Minimum alternate requirements:

Programmable oscilloscope system compatible

with the Type 263 ; amplitude calibrator output
of 0.1 V.

2. Volt- ohm -ammeter (e.g. , Simpson Model

262 Multimeter) . Minimum requirements:

DC voltage measurement range from 12 volts

to 125 volts with full - scale accuracy within

3%; ammeter scale available between 400 µA

and 4 mA , full scale , with voltage drop of

less than 200 mV at 380 µA ; ohmmeter scale

is required only for checking ground continuity .

If an ammeter of this description is not avail

able , a 40 -volt peak to peak signal generator
will be needed .

3. 56-terminal program card extender,

Tektronix Part Number 012-0078-00 , modified

as indicated in Fig . 5-2. Not required for

short-form procedure.

Center
slot

5-2

Extender
terminals

Cut or saw new slot
to accomodate program

connector key

} +/6 1/72 {
16 front side ( shown)

reverse side

Fig. 5-2 . Modification suggested for program card extender . (Alternatively , con
nector keys may be removed for insertion of extender.)

4 .

connectors .

0057-00 ,

Two 42- inch coaxial cables with BNC

Tektronix Part Number 012

5. BNC- type T connector . Tektronix Part

Number 103-0030-00 .

6. Adjustment tool , such as a plastic screw

driver - type tool ( Tektronix Part Number 003

0000-00) or a pocket-type screwdriver with an
insulated shaft .

7. (Not illustrated .) 1/2-watt or 1/4-watt

resistor with a resistance value in the range

from 12 �« to 120 �« .

PERFORMANCE CHECK PROCEDURE

Control settings and equipment connections

described in this procedure are those required

for use with the test equipment listed pre

viously . If substitute equipment is used , the

settings and/or connections may need to be

altered to conform to the characteristics of

the equipment .

If individual steps of the procedure are

performed out of sequence , the equipment control

changes made during the omitted steps must

be noted and performed if necessary.

In this procedure the word " div " is used

as a contraction for the phrase "major division

of the CRT graticule . " Also during this pro

cedure , each slot that holds a program card

will be referred to as a "program position ."

Each program card will be referred to in relation

to its program position , even though all of

the cards are identical . That is , the card

in program position number 1 will be called

"card number 1 ," etc. Position numbers 1

through 6 (and thus card numbers 1 through

6) are activated by depressing the correspond

ing front- panel Program Selector pushbuttons .

Preliminary Procedure

1. With the amplifier and time-base units in

stalled in the indicator oscilloscope , turn on the

oscilloscope power and allow at least 20 minutes



for the system to warm up . Other preliminary

operations can be done during this warm-up

period .

2. Set the indicator oscilloscope controls

as follows .

Oscilloscope Control Settings

Intensity

Calibrator

Vertical Mode

Manual Volts/Div

Volts/Div Variable

Position

DC
Voltmeter

Counterclockwise

0.1 Volts

Manual

50 m Volts

Cal

Centered

Type
263

Input Coupling

Horizontal Mode

Manual Time/Div

Time/Div Variable

Position

Indicator Oscilloscope
Type 561A/3A5/3B5

TYPE 561A OSCILLOSCOPE
(C

TYPE 345

Delayed Sweep

Magnifier

Delay

Trigger Function

Trigger Slope

Trigger Level Centered

*
For use with a 60- Hz calibrator . If a calibrator with another frequency
is used , select a sweep rate that will display 1 to 3 cycles of the
waveform .

Fig . 5-3 . Initial test equipment setup for steps I through 9.
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TYPE 385

ww

EXO

WAS FOUND BRO

DC

25

Manual

2 ms*

Cal

Centered

Off

Any setting

Auto Int

+
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3. Connect the oscilloscope calibrator signal.

through a BNC T connector and coaxial cables

to the amplifier unit vertical input and the time

base unit external trigger input . Do not con

nect the Type 263 Programmer to the plug-in
units until instructed to do so .

4. Adjust the oscilloscope Intensity and Focus

controls for a clearly defined trace of adequate

intensity .

5. Remove the dust cover from the Type 263.

6. Depress the OFF Program Selector but

ton on the front panel of the Type 263.

7. Remove all of the program cards from

the Type 263.

PERFORMANCE CHECK INDEX RECORD

This outline is provided to serve as a verification and per

formance check record . It may be reproduced for that purpose or

for use as a quick performance check guide for those familiar

with the procedure.

Type 263 Serial Number

Performance Check Date

PROGRAM SELECTOR SWITCHING

1. Check Logic Levels (Page 5-5)

Correct logic level at terminal 28

of each program connector .

2. Check Basic Operation (Page 5-6)

Correct switching of external mode

command and program logic levels .

5-4

3. Check Feed - Through Voltages (Page

5-8)

Correct connections and switching of

voltages carried through the Type 263.

4. Check Feed - Through Ground Lines

(Page 5-9)

PROGRAM CARD ANALOG CHECKS

10
1 2 3

456

1 2 3

4 5 6

4

666 7. Check DELAY Range (Page 5-10)
1 2 3

56

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

Correct connections and switching of

ground lines carried through the Type

263 (power off) .

456

5. Check VERT POS Range (Page 5-9)

Vertical positioning + and - 3 div

from internally - controlled position.

6. Check HORIZ POS Range ( Page 5-9)

Horizontal positioning + and - 3

div from internally - controlled pos
ition .

1 2 3

456

Delayed magnifier adjustment from

div to 10 div from start of sweep .

PROGRAM CARD DIGITAL CHECKS- SHORT FORM

8. Check TRIG LEVEL Range (Page

5-12)

A. Triggering at any point on -20- volt

to +20 - volt signal applied externally

to time - base unit ( EXT AC MODE)

OR

B. Triggering level current adjustment

from 25 ¿A to 380¿A in trigger

level program line .

9. Check Digital Operation ( Page 5-13)

PROGRAM CARD DIGITAL CHECKS- LONG FORM

Correct digital selection and read

out in amplifier and time-base units.

10. Check AUX Program Lines (Page

5-17)

Logic- level switching on Aux pro

gram lines : Program ground (OV

1V) for active program line;

-12 volts or open for inactive lines .

to



000 11. Check NO PROBE- 10X PROBE
1 2 3

(Page 5-18)

000
456

666 12 .12.
1 2 3

456

4 5 6

666 13. Check VOLTS/DIV Decade Multi
1 2 3

plier (Page 5-18)

4 5 6

1 2 3

¥
4 5 6

666 14. Check INPUT SEL (Page 5-19)
1 2 3

000
4 5 6

1 2 3

4 5 6

Actuation of 1X - 10X scaling circuit

in amplifier unit .

1 2 3

000
4 6

CheckCheck VOLTS/DIV Decade (Page

5-18)

000
1 2 3

Actuation of attenuator decade logic

in amplifier unit .

4 5 6

666 16. Check TIME/DIV Decade Multiplier
1 2 3

(Page 5-20)

Actuation of attenuator multiplier

logic in amplifier unit .

Actuation of input coupling logic

in amplifier unit .

15. Check TIME/DIV Decade and Dec

ade Enable (Page 5-20)

Actuation of sweep rate enable

and decade logic in time-base unit .

Actuation of sweep rate multiplier

logic in time-base unit .

17. Check MAG SWP (Page 5-20)

Actuation of delayed sweep magni

fier logic in time -base unit .

18. Check TRIG Slope ( Page 5-21)

Actuation of trigger slope logic in
time -base unit .

19. Check TRIG Function (Page 5-21)

Actuation of trigger function logic

in time-base unit .

Performance Check - Type 263

PROGRAM SELECTOR SWITCHING

1. Check Logic Levels

a . Requirement - Correct logic level at ter

minal 28 of each program connector with the

Type 263 turned off.

b . Before connecting the Type 263 , position.

the CRT display with the amplifier unit and

time-base unit Position controls so that the

display is centered vertically and starts at the

left edge of the graticule ( see Fig. 5-4) .

Fig. 5-4 . Typical CRT display of DC coupled calibrator waveform for checking
basic switching operations.

c . Check for- CRT display of the DC coupled
waveform and Manual mode readout on each

of the plug-in units .

d . Turn off the oscilloscope power tempo

rarily . Connect the AMPLIFIER program cable

on the Type 263 to the Program connector on

the amplifier plug - in unit , and the TIME BASE

program cable to the Program connector on

the time-base plug - in unit . Turn the oscil

loscope power on again .

CAUTION

Inadvertent shorting of the Program con

nector terminals may cause serious damage
to the Type 263 and/or the oscilloscope

system if the power is left on while con

necting the second program cable.
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e . Allow the oscilloscope to warm
about one minute.

f. Check for- No change in plug- in operation .

(The Type 263 Program Selector OFF push

button is in the depressed position .) The

plug- in units should still indicate Manual mode

of operation .

g. With the DC voltmeter , measure the

voltage at terminal 28 of each program card

connector (see Fig . 5-5) .

61

up for

CAUTION

Be careful not to allow the meter lead to

short between terminal 28 and terminal FF

which is directly across from 28. (Terminal

FF carries -100 V.)

Term
FF

Term
28

5-6

Fig. 5-5. Location of terminal 28 of the number 1 program card connector for
checking program logic level.

h . Check for approximately -12.2 volts at
terminal 28 of each connector .

2. Check Basic Switching Operation

a . Requirement- Correct switching of ex

ternal mode command and program logic levels .

b . Preset each of the program cards as

indicated in Fig . 5-6 . A pair of long-nose

pliers may be used for disconnecting the jumper

lead clips from the square-pin terminals . Since

the cards will be removed from the Type 263

during this procedure , it may be advisable to

mark them with their program numbers (1

through 6).

c . Insert each card into its program position

after the digital connections have been made .

NOTE

The program cards must be inserted into the

Type 263 with the component side at the

left of each card , as viewed from the front

of the instrument . There is a key between

connector terminals T and U to prevent the

card from being inserted backward.

d . Press the number 1 Program Selector
button .

e . Check for- External mode operation of

the plug- in units as indicated by Ext mode read

out on each unit , activation of the Type 263

as indicated by illumination of the power indi

cator light on its front panel , and activation

of the number 1 program logic as indicated

by an illuminated logic - level bulb inside the Type

263 (see Fig. 5-7) . The waveform on the

CRT screen should be the same as that obtained

in Manual mode , but may be displaced vert

ically and/or horizontally on the CRT screen.

f. With an adjustment tool , adjust the VERT

POS and HORIZ POS controls on the number 1

program card ( see Fig . 5-8) to position the

display to match the internally- controlled pos

ition shown in Fig 5-4.

g. Press each of the remaining Program
Selector buttons , in sequence , while observing

the display on the CRT screen and the logic

level bulbs in the Type 263.

h . For each activated program card , adjust
the VERT POS and HORIZ POS controls on

that card to match the internally-controlled
position .

(A)

I



VOLTS /DIV
Decade Multiplier
NO PROBE10X PROBE
Decade

AUX

INPUT SEL

VOLTS/DIV Decade
Multiplier
jumper

MODEL

AUX
jumper

RIO

670-0226-00
ASSY

TYPE
F

2000

NO PROBE 10X PROBE
jumper

3119

201

AUX C

VOLTS DIV

NO

PROBE

10X

PROBE

INPUT

VOLTS /DIV Decade

INPUT SEL
jumper

X5
NO PROBE
0.1 V- 0.01 V

DC

jumper

JUMPER CONNECTIONS

TIME/DIV

STAB

263 PROGRAM CARD

R20

Bo

£§�

���

ALO

TAL

AL ���

32
SEL

���
16001

19

Decade Enable
Decade Multiplier
Decade

TRIG

TIME / DIV Decade
Multiplier jumper

Slope
Function

MAG SWP

TIME/DIV Decade
Enable jumper

IME DIV

8

22

I

R30

ST

0551-007

6601

lus

ImS

10mS

10pS

0.1mS

OJUS 10nS0.1S

388-0693-00

jumper

OD

1X3

TIME /DIV Decade
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EXT

R40

C C

$53

OFF

INT

AC
AUTO

75PRIOOK

B
X2
1 mS- 10 mS

TRIG MA SWO

+
AUTO

OFF

DELAY

OIX

CW

3

22

A

X100

TRIG Slope
jumper

MAG SWP

jumper

TRIG Function
jumper

Fig . 5-6 . Preset positions of programmed jumper leads and controls at the beginning of the procedure . Program function nomenclature indicated here is used throughout
the procedure.
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00

ANOOTTO "ONW12000 UNI XINON ***
HOW CHOOND 292 34/1

Fig. 5-7. Location of logic - level bulb inside the Type 263 for checking program
position number 1 operation , as seen from above and to the rear of the instrument.

i . Check for- DC coupled waveform on the

CRT screen and an illuminated logic - level bulb

inside the Type 263 for each activated program .

Each program position has its own logic- level

bulb .

MODE

MODE

5-8

j . After completion of these checks , depress

the OFF Program Selector button .

Samba

D

670.0228 00ASSE
670-9296.00A

VERT
wa POS

670 0206AS

670 022 30ASSY

SOEDAR

Logic- level
bulb

painonsa CAMO

HORIZ
POS

**(X

R

CAN CANARI

308 0043 00

(148 0013-20

385.0693.00

TO'R

188.0093.00

3880601 00

SELAY
TYPE
263

PROGRAMMER

ANTHONIA,
IND,

FORTLANA,
DIESEK4.

Fig . 5-8 . Vertical and horizontal positioning verniers on the number 1 program
card.

3. Check Feed-Through Voltages

a . Requirement- Correct connections and

switching of voltages carried through the Type

263 (for use by additional programmers).

b . With the multimeter set for DC volts ,

measure the voltages at the terminals of the

AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE jacks given in

Table 5-1 with the Program Selector OFF button

depressed , then with the Program Selector

number 1 button depressed . Measure the volt

ages with respect to chassis ground ofthe oscil

loscope or the Type 263. See Fig . 5-9 for

the location of terminals on the Amplifier and

TIME BASE jacks .

Term 18
+ 125 V

Term 19
- 100 V-

Term 22
Chassis
Ground

Term 1
- 12.2 V

AMPLIFIER

Term 21
Ext Mode
Command

Term 20
Program
Ground

Terminal on

AMPLIFIER or
TIME BASE

jack

Term 20
Program
Ground

Terminal 1

Terminal 18

Terminal 19

Terminal 21

( Ext Mode Command)

Term 1
- 12.2 V

Term 21
Ext Mode
Command

TIME ASE

Fig. 5-9 Location of feed -through voltage terminals and ground terminals on
AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE jacks.

TABLE 5-1

Feed-Through Voltage Check

Voltage
with OFF

c . Check for- Correct voltages at the in

dicated terminals with the Type 263 passive ,

then with the Type 263 activated .

button

depressed

- 12.2 V

+125 V

- 100 V

-12 V

(approx .)

Term 22
Chassis
Ground

Term 19
- 100 V

Term 18
+ 125 V

Voltage with
Number 1

button

depressed

-12.2 V

O V

-100 V

OV

A



4. Check Feed -Through Ground Lines

a . Requirement- Correct connections and

switching of ground lines carried through the

Type 263.

b . Turn off the oscilloscope power .

c. With the multimeter set for resistance ,

measure the resistance to chassis ground at the

terminals of the AMPLIFIER and TIME BASE

jacks given in Table 5-2 , with the Program Sel

ector OFF button depressed , then with the Pro

gram Selector number 1 button depressed .

See Fig . 5-9 for the location of the terminals .

d . Check for - Correct ground connections

at the indicated terminals under the two con

ditions given .

TABLE 5-2

Feed-Through Ground Check

Terminal on

J109 or J110

Terminal 20

(Program Ground)

Terminal 22

(Chassis Ground)

A

Condition

with OFF

button

depressed

Closed

Circuit

Closed

Circuit

Condition with

number 1

button

depressed

Open
Circuit

Closed

Circuit

e . Disconnect the multimeter from the Type
263.

f. Turn on the oscilloscope power and allow

the instruments to warm up for about 5 minutes

(or until there is essentially no vertical drift
of the trace) .

PROGRAM CARD ANALOG CHECKS

5. Check VERT POS Range

a . Requirement- Vertical positioning of the

CRT display + and 3 div or more from the

internally- controlled position .

b. Press the OFF Program Selector button .

Performance Check - Type 263

c . Adjust the amplifier unit Position control

to position the top of the displayed waveform

at the horizontal centerline of the CRT grati

cule ( see Fig . 5-10A) .

d . Press the number 1 Program Selector
button .

e . With an adjustment tool , turn the VERT

POS control (see Fig . 5-11) fully counterclock

wise , then fully clockwise.

f. Check for - Vertical positioning of the

waveform (top) at least 3 div below and 3

div above the horizontal centerline (see Figs .

5-10B and 5-10C) over the range of the VERT
POS control .

g . Readjust the VERT POS control to match

the internally-controlled position ( Fig . 5-10A) .

h . Repeat this check (steps b through g)

for program cards 2 through 6 , pressing the

appropriate Program Selector button in step

d and adjusting the VERT POS control on the

card under test .

6. Check HORIZ POS Range

a . Requirement- Horizontal positioning of

the CRT display + and -3 div or more from

the internally-controlled position .

b . Press the OFF Program Selector button .

c . Adjust the amplifier unit Position control

to center the trace on the CRT screen , and

the time-base unit Position control to position

the second positive transition of the display at

the center vertical line of the graticule (see

Fig . 5-12A) .

d . Press the number 1 Program Selector
button .

e . With an adjustment tool , turn the HORIZ

POS control ( see Fig . 5-11) fully counterclock

wise , then fully clockwise .

f. Check for- Horizontal positioning of the
waveform transition at least 3 div to the right and

3 div to the left of the center vertical line

(see Figs . 5-12B and 5-12C) over the range
of the HORIZ POS control .
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(A)

(B )

( C)

Top of waveform positioned to center horizontal line
with amplifier unit Position control.

+

5-10

3 div
or more

3 div
or more

Fig . 5-10 . CRT displays for checking VERT POS positioning range : (A) Inter
nally-controlled position ; ( B ) VERT POS fully counterclockwise ; ( C ) VERT POS
fully clockwise.

g. Readjust the HORIZ POS control tomatch

the internally- controlled position (Fig . 5-12A) .

h. Repeat this check ( steps b through g) for

program cards 2 through 6 , pressing the ap

propriate Program Selector button in step d

MOOR

MICDEL

670 0224 (10)ASSY

MODEL

470.0270-00ASSY
9:70.0328-00.****
6700226-00Casin

670-0226.00Ay

670 0226.00ASCY

VERT
POS

KO VAM CARO

the-3 )jung

HORIZ
POS

388 0643.00

30.00

(308.0003 00

188-0093 00

STUE 0695.00)

188 0699 00

TRIG
LEVEL

TYPE
263

PROGRAMMER ***

HOSEN

DELAY

Fig. 5-11 . Location of analog controls on the number 1 program card.

and adjusting the HORIZ POS control on the
card under test.

7. Check DELAY Range

a . Requirement- Positioning of the start of

the magnified portion of the display from the

start of the sweep to at least 10 div past

the start of the sweep .

b . Press the OFF Program Selector button .

c . Temporarily remove each program card

from the Type 263 and re- program the fol

lowing: TIME/DIV Decade Enable- A ; TIME/

DIV Decade Multiplier - X1 ; MAG SWP -X10 ,
then re- insert each card .

d . Press the number 1 Program Selector

button .

e . With the time-base unit Position control ,

position the start of the display to the left

edge of the graticule (see Fig. 5-13A) . The

appearance of the display may not be quite

like Fig. 5-13A , depending on the initial setting
of the DELAY control .

f. With an adjustment tool , turn the DELAY

control (see Fig . 5-11) to the counterclockwise



end of its 22 -turn range while observing the

start of the magnified portion of the display
on the CRT screen .

(A)

(B )

(C )

First positive transition positioned to center vertical
line with time -base unit Position control.

A

+++

3 div
or more

3 div
or more

Fig. 5-12. CRT displays for checking HORIZ POS adjustment range : (A) Inter
nally- controlled position ; ( B ) HORIZ POS fully counterclockwise; (C ) HORIZ
POS fully clockwise.

(A)

(B)

( C )

Performance Check - Type 263

Start of display positioned to left edge of graticule
with time-base unit Position control.

Start of Magnified portion must be adjustable to
start of display.

Start of magnified portion must be adjustable to
right edge of graticule.

Fig . 5-13 . CRT displays for checking sweep magnifier DELAY adjustment
range: (A) Start of display positioned to left edge of graticule ; ( B ) DELAY
adjustment fully counterclockwise ; (C ) DELAY adjustment fully clockwise.

g . Check for-Ability of DELAY control to

position the start of the magnified portion to

the start of the display (see Fig . 5-13B) .
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h . Turn the DELAY control clockwise while

observing the start of the magnified portion of

the display .

i . Check for- Ability of DELAY control.

to position the start of the magnified portion
at least 10 div past the start of the sweep

(see Fig. 5-13C) .

j . Readjust the DELAY conrol to position

the start of the magnified portion to the center

vertical line of the graticule ( see Fig . 5-13A) .

k . Repeat this check ( steps d through j)

for program cards 2 through 6 , pressing the

appropriate Program Selector button in step d

and adjusting the DELAY control on the card

under test.

8. Check TRIG LEVEL Range

The TRIG LEVEL range can be checked

either by applying an external triggering signal

to the time- base unit and observing the effect

of the TRIG LEVEL adjustment , or by mea

suring the current change in the TRIG LEVEL

analog line . Use either of these methods and

omit the other . The best method to use will

depend on whether a 40 - volt signal generator

or a 400 - ¿A ammeter is more readily available .

8A. (Triggering Signal Method)

a . Requirement-Adjustment of the trigger

ing level to trigger the CRT display at any

point on an externally-applied - 20-volt to

+20-volt signal ( 50 Hz to 50 kHz) using EXT
AC mode .

b . Set the amplifier unit Manual Volts/Div

switch to 5 volts , and the time - base unitManual

Time/Div switch to .1 ms.

c . Press the OFF Program Selector button .

d . Disconnect the T connector from the oscil

loscope calibrator and connect a square-wave

or sine-wave signal generator output through

the T connector and coaxial cables to the ampli

fier unit vertical input and the time-base unit

external trigger input.

5-12

e . Adjust the signal generator for a con

venient frequency between 50 Hz and 50 kHz.

(For the programmed sweep rate , 3 to 10

kHz is a good value .)

f. Adjust the output amplitude of the signal

generator for 40 volts peak to peak (8 div

of deflection) , while centering the display on the

CRT screen with the amplifier unit Position

control. (Since the signal into the trigger cir

cuit is AC coupled and has a duty factor of

0.5 , the 40-volt peak to peak signal is effec

tively -20 volts to +20 volts , even if the input

signal has a DC offset.)

g. Temporarily remove each program card
from the Type 263 and re-program the

following: VOLTS/DIV Decade- 10V- IV ; TIME/

DIV Decade- 10¿S -0.lmS ; TRIG Function- EXT

AC ; SWP MAG- OFF ; then reinsert each card .

h. Press the number 1 Program Selector
button .

i . With an adjustment tool , turn the TRIG

LEVEL control ( see Fig . 5-11) fully counter

clockwise , then fully clockwise .

j . Check for- Triggering level range that

cuts off the sweep at each end of the TRIG

LEVEL adjustment range . (The TRIG LEVEL

range is checked in EXT AC mode only , but

applies to all trigger modes if the time-base

unit is functioning correctly .)

k . Readjust the TRIG LEVEL control to the

center of its triggering range .

1. Repeat this check ( steps h through k)

for program cards 2 through 6 , pressing the ap

propriate Program Selector button in step h

and adjusting the TRIG LEVEL control on the
card under test .

m . After completion of this step , disconnect

the signal generator and reconnect the T con

nector and coaxial cables to the oscilloscope

Calibrator .

8B . (Ammeter Method)

a . Requirement - Adjustment of program



triggering level current from 25¿A to 380¿A

for correct triggering level range in the time

base unit .

b . Set the multimeter to an ammeter scale

that reads 400 ¿A to 4 mA full scale.

c . Press the number 1 Program Selector

button .

d . Connect or touch the meter leads to the

TRIG LEVEL test points shown in Fig. 5-14

for program card number 1. ( The ammeter
shorts across the diode and measures essenti

ally all of the current in the program line .)

e . With an adjustment tool , turn the TRIG

LEVEL control ( see Fig . 5-14) fully counter

clockwise, then fully clockwise.

#

C
WODY

(679-0226-02ASSY

MODEL
670-0220.00ASW

ACIDEL

670-0226.00ASSY
670 0224:00ASS

670-0226.00****
670-0226.00ASSY

Mr MacMÍAN , CAM

across
D30

CARA MENGGAMILAHE

2013-04-BAM

263 PROGRAM CARE

Connect
ammeter LT

SAN CAPS LO

TRIG
120 PROGRAM LEVEL

3000583.00

³

(0.0693.00

148/05/200

308.0093.00

SMELAY
TYPE
263

PROGRAMMER

BARNEK.

MINUTES

Fig . 5-14 . Location of test points on program card number 1 for checking
TRIG LEVEL current . See text for alternate methods of checking cards
2 through 6 .

f. Check for- Current readings increasing

to 380¿A or more with the control fully counter

clockwise and decreasing to 25 ¿A or less

with the control fully clockwise .

g. Readjust the TRIG LEVEL control for a

meter reading of approximately 200 ¿A .

h. Disconnect the meter from card number 1 .
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i . Repeat this check ( steps c through h)

for program cards 2 through 6 , pressing the

appropriate Program Selector button in step

c and connecting the meter to the test points

on the card under test . Since the test points

on cards 2 through 6 are somewhat less acces

sible than those on card number 1 , it may be

desirable to move each card to program posi

tion number 1 temporarily for the check , or to

mount the card on an extender (see Long- Form

Digital Checks) .

CAUTION

If the extender is to be used , be sure to turn

off the oscilloscope power whenever remov

ing or installing a card in the extender.

PROGRAM CARD DIGITAL CHECKS-SHORT FORM

This procedure provides a complete check

of the digital operation of the instrument , but
does not check each function on each card .

For a more detailed check of the cards , use

the long- form procedure given later in this

section , starting with step 10 .

9. Check Digital Operation

a . Requirement - Actuation of logic circuits.

in amplifier and time-base units to provide

correct digital selection and readout.

b . Remove the program cards from the

Type 263 and preset each of them as indicated

in Table 5-3. If the cards are not marked

with their program numbers , another way of

identifying them during the procedure is to

note the programming of the AUX jumper-

this connection is numerically the same as

the program card number . Do not reinsert

the program cards at this time.

c . Turn the oscilloscope Intensity control

fully counterclockwise. The display will not
be used for these checks .

d . Starting with card number 1 , perform the

following operations for each program card:
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Card Decade

Num Multi

ber plier

1

23

4

5

6

Card

Num
ber

1

2

3

4

5

6

X5

X2

X1

X5

X2

X1

5-14

VOLTS/DIV

NO PROBE

10X PROBE

2 V/Div AC

With Probe

1 V/Div
AC

50 V/Div
DC

NO PROBE

10X PROBE

NO PROBE

NO PROBE

10X PROBE

10X PROBE

Digital indications at each card position .

Amplifier Time-Base Auto Trig
Readout Readout Trig Slope

50 mV/Div 2mS/Div Yes

DC

0.1V-0.01V

1V -0.1V

10V- 1V

100 V - 10V

0.1V-0.01V

0.1V-0.01V

**.1 S/Div

Mag'd Swp
**

.5 ¿S/Div No

TABLE 5-3

Program Card Presets for Short- Form Digital Checks

TIME/DIV

.1 V/Div AC] 50 mS/Div
With Probe

mS/Div

* See Fig. 5-15.

** Not Trig'd readout may light .

No

.2 ¿µS/Div** No

Decade

.2 V/Div AC 10 muS/Div Yes
With Probe

Yes

INPUT

SEL

+

DC

AC

AC STAB

DC

AC

AC STAB

TABLE 5-4

Short-Form Digital Checks with Presets as in Table 5-3

Approximate INPUT

SEL logic levels at
AMPLIFIER jack * .

Approximate TRIG

Function logic levels
at TIME BASE jack* .

-12V

Term. Term . Term.

28 30 31

-12V 12V - 12V

-12V

Decade

Multi

plier

OV

X2

X1

X5

X2

X1

X5

OV OV

OV

(1) Connect a resistor (12 k to

120 kn) between terminal 1 of the

AMPLIFIER jack (see Fig. 5-15B)
and the terminal indicated for that

card in the Aux Logic column of

Table 5-4 . (This is terminal 34

for card number 1 as programmed.)

(2) Insert the card in program

OV -12V

OV

(-12V | -12V | -12V

Decade

Enable

B

A

B

A

A

-12V

Term . Term. Term.

26 24 23

OV -6V -12V

OV

-12V OV

OV -6Y

-12Y OV

-12Y -12Y -12Y -12V OY

Decade

Shaded checks are repetitious and may be omitted

1mS- 10mS

0.1S - 1S

10uS-0.1mS

0.1uS-1uS

10nS

1mS- 10mS

-12V

OV

-12V

-12V

33

31

30

Slope Function

28

+

Term

inal

34

OY 27

1

+

+

TRIG

Approximate Aux logic voltage at
AMPLIFIER jack terminal * with
resistor connected between Term .

1 and :

AUTO

INT AC

EXT AC

EXT DC

AUTO

AUTO

With Program
Selector

depressed

OV

OV

OV

OV

OV

MAG
SWP

�§

AUX

OFF

X10

X100

OFF 4

OFF 5

OFF 6

With OFF

depressed

-12V

-12V

- 12V

-12V

-12V

1

2

-12V

position number 1 , press the num

ber 1 Program Selector button , and
make each of checks indicated

for that card in the table . This

includes noting the readout on the

plug-in units and measuring the

TRIG Function , INPUT SEL and AUX

logic levels at the AMPLIFIER and

TIME BASE jacks .

A



(A)

INPUT SEL:

( B )

In the logic- level checks , the measured

voltage levels should be within 2 volts of

the voltage levels given in the table.

AMPLIFIER

Term 26

AUX:

Term 24

NOTE

Term 34

Term 23

Term 31

Term 33

TRIG Function:

BMW

Term 28

Term 31

Term 30

A wire may be inserted to aid
in connecting the meter lead.

Term 30
AMPLIFIER

TIME BASE

Term 28
Term 27

Fig. 5-15. Connections and terminals for measuring TRIG Function , INPUT
SEL and AUX logic - levels at TIME BASE and AMPLIFIER jacks.

(3) After completing all of the

checks for one card at position

number 1 , press the OFF Program

Selector button , move the card to

Program Position number 2 and

press the number 2 Program Sel
ector button .

TIME B.

(4) Proceed in this manner , check

ing the six program positions with

a single card , then repeating the

Performance Check - Type 263

procedure for the same six program

positions with the next card . Be

sure to press the OFF Program.

Selector button before removing a

program card . Since some of the

functions can be checked completely

in less than 6 steps , some of the
checks toward the bottom of the table

(as indicated) can be omitted .

When the checks with the sixth card are

finished , the performance check procedure is

completed .

PROGRAM CARD DIGITAL CHECKS-LONG FORM

This procedure provides a complete check

of each digital function on each program card .

Since each card is checked completely , the pro

cedure may also be used as a troubleshooting

aid . The CRT display is used as an indicator

in several checks , but no display tolerances

are given. The display tolerances depend on

the amplifier and time -base units .

CAUTION

During the following procedure , always turn

off the OSCILLOSCOPE power momentarily

while inserting a program card into the card

extender or while removing a card from the

extender. A slight misalignment of con

tacts can seriously damage the Type 263

and/or one of the plug- in units used with it.

Preliminary Procedure

a . Test equipment setup is shown in Fig . 5-16 .

b . Press the OFF Program Selector button .

c . Remove each program card temporarily

from the Type 263 and reset the digital

program jumpers as given following

Fig. 5-16 , then reinsert each card except

card number 1 .

d . Turn off the oscilloscope power switch .
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DC
Voltmeter

AMPLIFIER

5-16

STAT

FCC

TIME BASE

AMPLISEE

Type 263

poltt

THE RADE

Fig. 5-17 . Type 263 with program card number 1 extended for digital checks.

e. Insert the program card extender firmly

into the number 1 program position con
nector .

Indicator Oscilloscope
Type 561A/3A5/3B5

Fig. 5-16. Initial test equipment setup for steps 10 through 19.

TYPE 561A OSCILLOSCOPE

TYPE 3A5

ww

2 3

wa :X. dok. ( 199

Calibrator

TYPE 385

Loslal

f. Insert the number 1 program card into

the extender (see Fig . 5-17) .

g. Turn on the oscilloscope power and allow

about one minute for warm up.

2

Oscilloscope Control Settings

Manual Volts/Div

Volts/Div Variable

Input Coupling

Manual Time/Div

Time/Div Variable

0.1 Volt

50 m Volts

Cal

DC

2 ms

Cal



Delayed Sweep

Magnifier

Trigger Function

Trigger Level

A

VOLTS/DIV

Decade Multiplier

NO PROBE

10X PROBE

Decade

AUX

Program Card Settings

INPUT SEL

TIME/DIV

Decade Enable

Decade Multiplier

Decade

TRIG

Slope

Function

Off

MAG SWP

Auto Int

Centered

X5

NO PROBE

0.1V- 0.01V

1

DC

B

X2

lmS- 10mS

+

AUTO

OFF

10. Check AUX Program Lines

a . Requirement- Logic-level switching on

each of six Aux program lines to provide

program ground for the active programmed

line and -12 volts or open for inactive lines .

b . With the AUX jumper lead connected to

the Aux 1 terminal on the program card , con

nect a resistor ( 12 km - 120 kN) between termi

nals 1 and 34 of the AMPLIFIER jack on

the Type 263 ( see Fig . 5-18A) . This simulates.

connecting an external auxiliary relay circuit

to the Aux 1 program line. (Terminal 1 on

the connector is the -12.2-volt supply .)

c . Connect the DC voltmeter between the

oscilloscope chassis ground and the Aux pro

gram line end of the resistor ( Terminal 34) .

d . Measure the voltage on the Aux program

line with the OFF Program Selector button

depressed , then with the number 1 Program

Selector button depressed.

e . Check for- DC voltage reading of approx

imately 12 volts with the program inactive and

approximately zero volts with the program acti

vated .

(A)

Term 34
Aux 1
line

Performance Check - Type 263

Aux line
connection

Term 33
Aux 2
line

4

AMPLIFIER

Term 31
Aux 3
line

Connect
voltmeter

here

AMPLIFIER

Term 30
Aux 4
line

Term 1
(-12.2 V)

12 k« 4 120 �«
resistor

Term 1
( 12.2 V)

Term 28
Aux 5
line

Term 27
Aux 6
line

(B )

Fig . 5-18 . (A) AUX program line voltage check , shown for AUX 1 line; ( B ) loca
tion of Aux program terminals on AMPLIFIER jack .
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f. With the number 1 Program Selector but

ton depressed , disconnect the AUX jumper from

the Aux 1 terminal and connect it to the Aux

2 terminal.

g . Check for - Voltage change from approx

imately zero volts to approximately -12 volts

as the jumper lead is removed from the Aux

1 terminal.

h. Move the resistor from terminal 34 of

the AMPLIFIER jack to terminal 33. The

other end of the resistor should remain at

terminal 1 ( -12.2 volts) .

i . Perform steps d through g for the Aux

2 program line , moving the AUX jumper to

the Aux 3 terminal in step f.

j . Referring to the Aux program connections

in Fig . 5-18B , check the remainder of the AUX

program connections on the extended program

card , moving the jumper to the next terminal

each time . At the end of the Aux 6 check ,

connect the AUX jumper to the Aux 1 terminal.

k . Remove the resistor and disconnect the

voltmeter .

11. Check NO PROBE- 10X PROBE

a. Requirement - Actuation of 1X /10X scal

ing circuit in amplifier unit to provide correct

readout .

b . Depress the number 1 Program Selector

button .

c . Check for- CRT display of the calibrator

waveform with 2 div of vertical deflection on

the CRT screen and deflection factor readout

of 50 mV/Div on the amplifier unit.

d . Disconnect the NO PROBE- 10X PROBE

jumper from the NO PROBE terminal and touch

it to the 10X PROBE terminal .

5-18

e. Check for- Deflection factor readout of

.5 V/Div and With Probe on the amplifier unit ,

but no change in the CRT display.

f. Reconnect the jumper to the NO PROBE

terminal for the next check.

12. Check VOLTS/DIV Decade

a. Requirement - ActuationActuation of attenuator

decade logic in the amplifier unit to provide

correct decade selection and readout .

b. Disconnect the VOLTS/DIV Decade jump

er from the 0.1V - 0.01V terminal and touch it

to each terminal indicate in Table 5-5.

c. Check for - Correct deflection factor

readout on the amplifier unit as indicated in

the table . (Disregard the CRT display for

these checks .)

VOLTS/DIV Decade Check

Decade jumper

TABLE 5-5

0.1V-0.01V

1V-0.1V

10V- 1V

100V- 10V

Deflection Factor Readout

50 mV/Div

.5 V/Div

5 V/Div

50 V/Div

d . Reconnect the Decade jumper to

0.1V -0.01V terminal for the next check .

13. Check VOLTS/DIV Decade Multiplier

of attenuator
a . Requirement-Actuation

multiplier logic in the amplifier unit to pro

vide correct multiplier selection and readout .

b. Check for- Deflection factor readout of

50 mV/Div on the amplifier unit with the

program set up as at the end of the pre

vious step.



c . Disconnect the VOLTS/DIV Decade Multi

plier jumper from the X5 terminal and touch

it to the X2 terminal.

d . Check for- Deflection factor readout of

20 mV/Div on the amplifier unit .

e . Touch the Decade Multiplier jumper to

the X1 terminal,

f. Check for- Deflection factor readout of

10mV/Div on the amplifier unit .

g . Reconnect the Decade Multiplier jumper

to the X5 terminal for the next check.

14. Check INPUT SEL

a . Requirement- Actuation of input coupling

logic in the amplifier unit to provide correct

coupling mode and readout.

b . With the amplifier unit Position control ,

position the base line of the calibrator wave

form on the center horizontal line of the

graticule (see Fig . 5-19A) .

c . Check for-DC coupled waveform on the

CRT screen and DC input coupling readout

on the amplifier unit with the program set up

as at the end of the previous step .

d . Disconnect the INPUT SEL jumper from

the DC terminal and touch it to the AC termi

nal .

e. Check for - AC coupled waveform on the

CRT screen ( see Fig . 5-19B) and AC input

coupling readout on the amplifier unit .

f . With the amplifier unit Position control ,

position the display near the bottom of the

CRT screen (dashed waveform in Fig . 5-19C) .

g. Touch the INPUT SEL jumper to the AC
STAB terminal.

h . Check for- AC coupled waveform on the

CRT screen and AC input coupling readout

on the amplifier unit . The waveform should

shift part of the way toward the center of

the CRT screen (see Fig . 5-19C) .

(A)

(B)

( C )

Performance Check - Type 263

Shift toward center
from AC position

Fig. 5-19. Typical calibrator waveform displays for checking INPUT SEL coup
ling logic : (A) DC coupling ; (B ) AC coupling ; (C ) AC STAB coupling/mode.
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i . Reconnect the INPUT SEL jumper to the

DC terminal and reposition the trace to the

center of the CRT screen.

15. Check TIME/DIV Decade and Decade Enable

a . Requirement- Actuation of sweep rate

enable and decade logic in the time-base unit

to provide correct sweep rate selection and

readout.

b. Connect the TIME/DIV Decade and Decade

Enable jumpers to each of the terminals given

in Table 5-6.

Decrease the CRT intensity to prevent

burning of the phosphor . (The CRT display

is not used in the timing logic checks .)

c. Check for- Correct sweep rate readout

on the time - base unit as indicated in the table .

5-20

CAUTION

Decade

Enable

jumper

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

TABLE 5-6

TIME/DIV Decade Logic Check

Decade

jumper

0.15-15

1mS- 10mS

10uS-0.1mS

0.1 S- 1 S

10nS

0.15-15

1mS- 10mS

10uS-0.1mS

0.1¿s-1¿S

Time-Base

readout

.2 S/Div

2 mS/Div

20 ¿S/Div

.2 ¿S/Div

20 mµS/Div

2 S/Div

20 mS/Div

.2 mS/Div

2 ¿S/Div

d . Reconnect the Decade jumper to the

lmS- 10mS terminal . The Decade Enable jumper
should still be connected to the A terminal.

16. Check TIME/DIV Deca de Multiplier

a . Requirement- Actuation of sweep rate

multiplier logic in the time -base unit to pro

vide correct multiplier selection and readout.

b . Check for- Sweep rate readout of 20

mS/Div on the time-base unit with the program

set up as at the end of the preceding step .

c . Disconnect the TIME/DIV Decade Mult

iplier jumper from the X2 terminal and touch

it to the Xl terminal .

d . Check for- Sweep rate readout of 10 mS/

Div on the time -base unit .

e . Touch the Decade Multiplier jumper to

the X5 terminal .

f. Check for- Sweep rate readout of 50

mS/Div on the time -base unit .

g. Reconnect the Decade Multiplier jumper

to the X2 terminal for the next check .

17. Check MAG SWP

a . Requirement- Actuation of delayed sweep

magnifier logic in the time-base unit to provide

correct magnifier selection and readout.

b . Connect the MAG SWP jumper to the

terminals given in Table 5-7 and observe the

time-base unit magnifier and sweep rate readout.

c . Check for- Correct magnifier readout on

the time-base unit .

MAG SWP

jumper

OFF

X10

X100

TABLE 5-7

Delayed Magnifier Check

Time-Base readout

Mag'd Swp

Mag'd Swp

20 mS/Div

2 mS/Div

.2 mS/Div



d . Return the MAG SWP jumper to the
OFF terminal for the next check .

18. Check TRIG Slope

a . Requirement- Actuation of trigger slope

logic in time -base unit to provide correct

slope selection and indication .

b . Check for- Positive- slope (+) triggering

indication on the time-base unit with the pro

gram set up as at the end of the preceding

step .

c . Disconnect the TRIG Slope jumper from
the terminal and touch it to the terminal .

d . Check for- Negative -slope ( - ) triggering
indication on the time -base unit .

e . Reconnect the TRIG Slope jumper to
the terminal for the next check .

19. Check TRIG Function

a . Requirement- Actuation of trigger func

tion logic in the time -base unit to provide

correct triggering mode , source and coupling
selection .

b . Check for - Auto triggering indication on

the time-base unit with the program set up

as at the end of the previous step.

TRIG

TRIG Function

terminals

on card

AUTO

INT AC

EXT AC

EXT DC

TABLE 5-8

Function Logic Check

Approximate voltage (± 2V) at terminals
of TIME BASE jack with program active

Term. 28 Term. 30 Term . 31

-12V -12V -12V

-12V �§ OV

- 12V OV -12V

OV OV OV

c . Connect the TRIG Function jumper to

each of the terminals on the program card as
indicated in Table 5-8 and measure the DC

voltage to chassis ground at each of the term

inals of the TIME BASE jack ( see Fig . 5-20)
given in the table .

Performance Check - Type 263

d . Check for- Correct logic - level voltages
at each of the terminals of the TIME BASE

jacks , as indicated in the table .

PLIFIER

Term 28
(EXT DC)

Term 30
( EXT AC)

TIME BASE

Term 31
( INT AC )

Wire or resistor lead may be
inserted in terminal to permit
meter lead connection .

Fig . 5-20 . Terminals on TIME BASE jack and meter lead connection for checking
TRIG Function logic . Check of terminal 28 is shown .

e . Connect the TRIG Function jumper to the
AUTO terminal at the end of this check .

This completes the long- form digital checks

of one program card and one program posi
tion . Turn off the oscilloscope power tempo

rarily , remove the card extender , extend the

next card in its own program position and per

form steps 10 through 19 on that card . All

references to card number 1 or position num

ber 1 in the procedure should be interpreted

as the card and program position under test .

When the sixth card has been checked , the

performance check is completed and the cali

brator signal may be disconnected .
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A or amp
AC or ac{
*
.
{
ll

-

uu

AF

B

BNC

C

cap.
cer
cm
comp
conn

c/s or cps
CRT
csk

dB
dBm
DC or dc
DE

° C
°F

UFY°K
dia

div

EHF
EMC
EMT

AV
ext

F or f
F & I
FHB
FHS
Fil HB
Fil HS:
²
±

0000A

FM
ft

G
g
Ge
GMV
GR

H or h
h
hex .
HF
HHB
HHS
HSB
HSS
HV
Hz

ID
IF
in .
incd

int

k
�«
kc

amperes
alternating current
audio frequency
alpha-common -base current amplification factor
amplitude modulation
approximately equal to

beta- common-emitter current amplification factor
binding head brass
binding head steel
baby series " N " connector
by or times

carbon
capacitance
capacitor
ceramic
centimeter
composition
connector
cycle
cycles per second
cathode-ray tube
countersunk

decibel
decibel referred to one milliwatt
direct current
double end
degrees
degrees Celsius (degrees centigrade)
degrees Fahrenheit
degrees Kelvin
diameter
divide by
division

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

»

extremely high frequency
electrolytic , metal cased
electrolytic , metal tubular
epsilon- 2.71828 or % of error
equal to or greater than
equal to or less than
external

farad
focus and intensity
flat head brass
flat head steel
fillister head brass
fillister head steel
frequency modulation
feet or foot

giga or 10y
acceleration due to gravity
germanium
guaranteed minimum value
General Radio
greater than

henry
height or high
hexagonal
high frequency
hex head brass
hex head steel
hex socket brass
hex socket steel
high voltage
hertz (cycles per second)

inside diameter
intermediate frequency
inch or inches
incandescent
infinity
internal
integral

kilohms or kilo (10³)
kilohm
kilocycle

LF
Ig
LV

W

m
�« or meg
fl
mc
met.
mm
ms

mtg hdw

n
no. or #
ns

OD
OHB
OHS

OC
3
«

p
/
%

{

D

PHB

PHS

H
++

PIV
plstc
PMC
poly
prec
PT
PTM
pwr

RC
RF
RFI
RHB
p
RHS
r/min or rpm
RMS

s or sec .
SE
Si
SN or S/N

T
TC
TD
THB
¿
thk
THS
tub .

UHF

V
VAC
var
VDC
VHF
VSWR

W
W
w/
w/o
WW

xmfr

lambda-wavelength
less than
low frequency
length or long
low voltage

mega or 106
milli or 10-3

megohm
micro or 10-6
megacycle
metal
millimeter
millisecond
minus
mounting hardware

nano or 10-9
number
nanosecond

outside diameter
oval head brass
oval head steel
omega- ohms
omega- angular frequency

pico or 10-12
per
percent
pan head brass
phi- phase angle
pi- 3.1416
pan head steel
plus
plus or minus
peak inverse voltage
plastic
paper, metal cased
polystyrene
precision
paper, tubular

paper or plastic , tubular , molded
power

resistance capacitance
radio frequency
radio frequency interference
round head brass
rho- resistivity
round head steel
revolutions per minute
root mean square

second
single end
silicon
serial number

tera or 1012
temperature compensated
tunnel diode
truss head brass
theta- angular phase displacement
thick
truss head steel
tubular

ultra high frequency

volt
volts , alternating current
variable
volts, direct current
very high frequency
voltage standing wave ratio

watt
wide or width
with
without
wire-wound

transformer



PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION

Replacement parts are available from or through your local Tektronix , Inc. Field

Office or representative.

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimes made to accommodate improved

components as they become available , and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit

improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when

ordering parts, to include the following information in your order : Part number, instrument

type or number , serial or model number , and modification number if applicable.

If a part you have ordered has been replaced with a new or improved part , your

local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representative will contact you concerning any change.

in part number.

X000

00X

*000-0000-00

Use 000-0000-00

SPECIAL NOTES AND SYMBOLS

Part first added at this serial number

Part removed after this serial number

Asterisk preceding Tektronix Part Number indicates manufactured by

or for Tektronix , Inc. , or reworked or checked components.

Part number indicated is direct replacement.

Screwdriver adjustment.

Control, adjustment or connector.

Heat sink.



Values are fixed unless marked Variable .

Ckt. No.

B100

B101

B102

B103

B104

B105

B106

D101

D102

D110

J101

J102

J103

J104

J105

J106

J109

J110

P20

P30

R101

SW101

Tektronix

Part No.

A

150-0040-00

150-0046-00

150-0046-00

150-0046-00

150-0046-00

150-0046-00

150-0046-00

* 152-0107-00

* 152-0107-00

* 152-0107-00

136-0180-00

136-0180-00

136-0180-00

136-0180-00

136-0180-00

136-0180-00

131-0408-00

131-0408-00

131-0422-00

131-0422-00

SECTION 6

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST

302-0124-00

Unwired

260-0772-00

Description

BULBS

Ass'y , Neon NE2H , translucent lens

Incandescent , #2107 D

Incandescent, #2107 D

Incandescent, #2107 D

Incandescent, #2107 D

Incandescent , #2107 D

Incandescent, #2107 D

DIODES

Silicon

Silicon

Silicon

Resistors are fixed , composition , + 10% unless otherwise indicated .

CONNECTORS

Socket, 56 contact

Socket , 56 contact

Socket, 56 contact

Socket, 56 contact

Socket , 56 contact

Socket, 56 contact

Connector , 37 pin , female

Connector , 37 pin , female

PLUGS

Connector , 37 pin , male

Connector , 37 pin, male

RESISTOR

Replaceable by 1N647

Replaceable by 1N647

Replaceable by 1N647

120 �«

SWITCH

Wired

1/2W

Push- Button

S/N Range

PROGRAM SELECTOR
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Electrical Parts List- Type 263

Ckt. No.

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

D9

D17

D18

D19

D20

D21

D22

D23

D30

D31

D32

D40

D41

R9

R10

R20

R21

R30

R31

R40

R41

R42

Tektronix

Part No.

6-2

* 670-0226-00

* 152-0075-00

*152-0075-00

*152-0075-00

* 152-0075-00

* 152-0075-00

*152-0185-00

* 152-0185-00

* 152-0185-00

*152-0185-00

* 152-0075-00

* 152-0075-00

* 152-0075-00

* 152-0185-00

* 152-0185-00

* 152-0075-00

*152-0075-00

* 152-0185-00

* 152-0185-00

* 152-0075-00

* 152-0185-00

* 152-0185-00

303-0363-00

311-0541-00

311-0551-00

315-0274-00

311-0551-00

Use 321-0628-00

311-0591-00

Description

319-0031-00

322-0464-00

PROGRAM CARDS (6)

Complete Card

DIODES

Germanium

Germanium

Germanium

Germanium

Germanium

Silicon

Silicon

Silicon

Silicon

Germanium

Resistors are fixed , composition , + 10% unless otherwise indicated.

36 �«

20 �«

500 �«

270 �«

500 �«

Germanium

Germanium

Silicon

Silicon

Germanium

Germanium

Silicon

Silicon

Germanium

Silicon

Silicon

RESISTORS

333 �«

100 �«

1�«

Tek Spec

Tek Spec

665�«

Tek Spec

Tek Spec

Tek Spec

Replaceable by 1N3605

Replaceable by 1N3605

Replaceable by 1N3605

Replaceable by 1N3605

Tek Spec

Tek Spec
Tek Spec

Replaceable by 1N3605

Replaceable by 1N3605

Tek Spec

Tek Spec

Replaceable by 1N3605

Replaceable by 1N3605

Tek Spec

Replaceable by 1N3605

Replaceable by 1N3605

1 W

1/4 W

1/8 W

1/4 W

1/4 W

Var

Var

Var

Var

VERT POS

HORIZ POS

TRIG LEVEL

Prec

DELAY

Prec

Prec

5%

5%

1%

1%

1%

Model No.

A



Fig. &

Index Tektronix
No. Part No.

1-1

-2

386-1051-00

211-0008-00

210-0994-00

-3 386-1045-00

-4 426-0293-02

-5 211-0542-00

-6 426-0293-01

-7 211-0542-00

-8 200-0670-00

-9

210-0590-00
210-0413-00

210-0840-00

210-0255-00

-10 366-0358-00

-11 366-0357-00

-12 366-0356-00

-13 366-0355-00

-14 366-0354-00

-15 366-0353-00

-18

-16 366-0352-00
-17 260-0772-00

166-0037-00

211-0517-00

210-0457-00

-19 348-0048-00

-20 210-0457-00

SECTION 7

MECHANICAL PARTS LIST

FIG . 1 EXPLODED VIEW

Q
t

Y 12 3 4 5
Serial/Model No.

Eff. Disc.

1
-

6

6

1

1

1
·

2 SCREW, 6-32 x 5/16 inch , THS

1

1

1

2 SCREW, 6-32 x 5/16 inch , THS

1 COVER , plastic
1 ASSEMBLY, neon bulb

PLATE , cabinet top

mounting hardware: ( not included w/plate)

SCREW, 4-40 x 1/4 inch, PHS

WASHER , flat , 0.125 ID x 0.250 inch OD

2

2

2

PLATE, cabinet bottom

CASTING , side panel . left
mounting hardware: ( not included w/casting)

mounting hardware : (not included w/assembly
1 NUT , hex. , 3/8-32 x 7/16 inch

1 NUT , hex. , 3/8-32 x 1/2 inch

1 WASHER , flat , 0.390 ID x 0.562 inch OD

LUG, solder, 3/8 inch1

4

Description

.

CASTING , side panel , right

mounting hardware : ( not included w/casting)

1

1 KNOB , push-button - 4

KNOB , push-button - 51
KNOB , push -button - 6

1 SWITCH - PROGRAM SELECTOR

mounting hardware: ( not included w/switch)

TUBE , spacer
SCREW, 6-32 x 1 inch, PHS

NUT, keps, 6-32 x 5/16 inch

KNOB , push-button - OFF

KNOB , push-button - 1

KNOB , push-button - 2
KNOB, push-button - 3

FOOT , black plastic

mounting hardware for each : ( not included w/foot)

NUT, keps, 6-32 x 5/16 inch
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Mechanical Parts List Type 263

Fig. &

Index Tektronix

No. Part No.

1-21 670-0225-00

-22

214-0506-00
-23 136-0180-00

-24 214-0702-00

-25

388-0692-00

385-0191-00-26

-27 351-0057-01

-28 211-0510-00

-29 131-0408-00

-30 211-0101-00

-31 210-0586-00

-34

211-001 2-00

-32 134-0067-00

-33 175-0370-00

7-2

175-0356-00

131-0422-00

213-0045-00

200-0660-02

175-0369-00

175-0356-00
131-0422-00

213-0045-00

200-0660-01

FIG . 1 EXPLODED VIEW (Cont)

Q

 

y

1

1

18

6

6

12

2

Serial/Model No.

Eff. Disc.

12

1

2
O

1

1

ft .

1

1 2 3 4 5

CONNECTOR, 37 pin , female

mounting hardware for each : ( not included w/connectors)

2 SCREW , 4-40 x 1/4 inch , 100 ° csk, FHS

2 NUT, keps , 4-40 x 1/4 inch

ft.

1

2

1

1

ASSEMBLY , circuit board , connector mounting base
assembly includes:
BOARD, circuit

Description

board includes:

PIN , square (not shown)

SOCKET , 56 pin

KEY , polarizing
mounting hardware: ( not included w/assembly)

SCREW, 4-40 x 3/8 inch , PHS

BAR, support
GUIDE , circuit board

mounting hardware for each : ( not included w/guide)
SCREW, 6-32 x 3/8 inch, PHS

PLUG , charcoal

ASSEMBLY , cable - AMPLIFIER
assembly includes :
CABLE , 3 feet

2

1

1

1 ASSEMBLY , cable - TIME BASE

assembly includes:
CABLE. 3 feet

CONNECTOR , 37 pin , male
mounting hardware: ( not included w/connector)

SCREW, self- tapping , 4-40 x 5/16 inch, PHS

COVER , connector
cover includes:

SCREW, set

CONNECTOR , 37 pin , male
mounting hardware : ( not included w/connector)

SCREW, self-tapping , 4-40 x 5/16 inch , PHS

COVER , connector

cover includes:

SCREW , set

A

I



Fig. &

Index Tektronix

No. Part No.

1-35 358-0025-00

-36 179-1050-00

-37_670-0226-00

-38

388-0693-00

214-0506-00

175-0674-00

070-0535-00

175-0674-00

FIG . 1 EXPLODED VIEW (Cont)

Q

 

G

Serial/Model No.

Eff. Disc.

2

1

1

1
48

11

2

1 2 3 4 5

11

BUSHING , plastic
CABLE HARNESS

card includes:

STANDARD ACCESSORI ES

ASSEMBLY , circuit card- PROGRAM
each assembly includes:
CARD , circuit

PIN , square
LEAD, electrical

Mechanical Parts List Type 263

Description

MANUAL , instruction (not shown)

LEAD, electrical ( not shown)
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V0LTAGE READINGS
CONDITIONS READINGS 0 n ëS o

VERT P0S &.............., Centered û oa Voltage with corresponding (PIN EE) (PIN EE) (PIN EEJ E
HORIZ P05 . Centered Progam Sslector button
TRIG LEVEL Centered S 125V î N DELAY N
DELAY . Center of o} â N N +125v O

22-turn fang8
|

Lower &............,Voltage With 0FF Progfam ESC � �÷ (PIN EE) ý
Jumper Mires 2 As Shown Selector button pressed ÿ T 3

¶÷m Valtage depends on Plug-in a | E |i R ö ~ 21 Ral O 2 P42anit,Given for Type 263 3eEK 33A513B5 combination with ö t E
card prog[ammed 5 VERT POS

Typical voltage eadings (Shown Two voltages indicated ôt S |

|

= | |Nÿ.3V o | N S .BY |

l

- _.9Vin blue) obtained with 20,000 ferent of íO ¯ - AAyy G

Î

�

5

4

3

Y

Z E N
ohmyyolt multimeter priate front-panel SMitches R IO

2OK

ß o �� _ _ Dzo Dai aof Dal 0 D41

5 _CONTROL <LINE M

. . Oy
.BV

ol pz < p3 � a p ^ D 19 D22 XC ÇZ D23 REF óa

VoLTs/DIY TIME/ DIV TRIG MAC| SwWP
6 1 [ l | ]

>

|

> ó É

|

ß

|

óN

N

º `

0

[ ó

|

ÿ

|

a

|

û

N

C.5Sx

_

PReeg| 3 |65

|

- |2 ÿo~ ïG:7N o U S
-11.8V PROEBE ów / 48

|

O > ß _ e P

PRoeBE| G

|

-

|

<| Q 61

³

e|51e C.SSv
# C.I4V O
MAC _COFF, a

Î

D:4V. -11.7V C

7

THERS ýS oN S.DV O |C- 2 o lo
ÿ |

N

3.9V
l

n

9 C 0
X1 9 X5 [ OFF ) XIO0 W

xz < ï XIC 5
ý E

=C.SvY U
| |Î N.DV| ô

AUX INPUT| SEL ó

W

ee Wý
1

EN [~� ~ N zyB -11.8v M1 @ C

7

THERS
iO ÿ

ÿ 5
O DC

3 o

+I25v S N
N _ d

8 +125V
] PROCRAM

CARD

]

{

ý

ÿ C D S ÿt_îþþ

o { X
þ B C D O F H J K ÿ v N w m � DD EE N FF
2

R
1 � 3 n E b g ÿ 9 18 19 20 21 25 26 E 28 ú

18 16 15 13 12 I 5 ÿ 7 n > ô Ê E ÿ 9 11 14 15 17 18 ÿ 0m
37 ^ 3e 34 33 al ae E 27 >e =+4 =3 &z 23 z+4 ze z7 2e E a C 34 3e o

THRU Swic) (THRuU swlol
] T  

ûn

ÿ

Þ

CONNECTED TO THESE TERMINALS
ON JI09 ,P2O

(AMPLIF1ER)

263 _PROGCPRAMMER

CONNECTED ÇTC_THESE _TERM1NALS
ON JIIOC,P3C

( TIME - BASE )

GND

PROCRAHM

El
5C e

CARD
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a J1C2 JI04 J105 JI06 / To <AHPLIFIER <UNIT \

g 8358Sfoacher Ó

N

c S â ÷ s

o

1 l

�

-ieov nm
ï | 1 1 | 1 | | | 1 | | 1 | | 1 | No PRoBE |37 37

~ +125v | B 1 | C | | 1 | � | 8 +125v | ÿ
} | 2 | | 2 | 1 2 | Ed | > 1 IOX_PRCeE | o

z | c 1 | c | | ÿ é | c < 1 { X | E
÷ Aux 1 | 3 | | 3 | | 3 | | 23 | 3 1 | o

û | 2 | > | | 5 1 | í | ÿ X ÷ | �
ÿ AUX O xd | 1 4 | | 1 4 | | 4 | 1 + | | Ë

} | ó | ÿ | | û | C | o ÷ m
º AUX þ 1 xs 1 1 x5 | 1 Is | 1 | | ALx5 1 c

| F | E | 1 o | ÷ | Ë yocrsyov ý <oJv - o.ouv â1
ÿ AUX O 1 xe | | xe | | | xe | | xe | | e | m

| | 4 | H | | | H | | E | H IV - iv10 4 Io
Aux 5 E ÿ | 1 sx7 | | E | w | E 1 m

AMPurleR
,

9 | 1 | | | | � | ÿ | | Iov - Iv | {
J109 ß AUX È | xe 1 | Ne | 1 | | | Nxe | 1 8 | »

W | k | | k | | | Ë | I | : ÿ < loov-iov t
| x9 | | 3 | | | 2 | | 9 1 | 2 | INPuT SEL___pcze ze

V | 5 | ÿ | | t | | | 5 vERT Pos | o
1 | I0 | 1 ß | | I | ß | | | | ^ | INPuT SEL _Ac | m
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1 N 1 | M | N 1 1 M | 1 o ô
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a
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